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ABSTRACT 
Wind energy industry has been growing fast during last years, and the demand for operation and 
maintenance (O&M) services has been increasing rapidly. As wind turbine manufacturing 
companies have been focusing more on selling rather than after sales services, this created 
problems in O&M, which started to influence the overall profitability of wind energy projects. In 
the current conditions, business model innovation in O&M services is needed. While initial step 
in business model innovation is identifying what is valuable for customer (customer value), it is 
not clear what is of customer value in B2B context, how to identify it and what is valuable for 
industrial customers in O&M overall and in wind energy industry in particular. Therefore, the 
purpose of our research was to explore customer value as an input in the process of business 
model innovation in B2B context.	  

In order to reach the goal of our research, inductively based approach was used for multiple case 
study of O&M services customers in wind energy industry in Sweden. Semi structured 
interviews were conducted with a representative from each company. The parts of their business 
models connected to wind turbine O&M were mapped, as well as customer value was outlined. 
The connection between customer value and business model components was analyzed within 
each case and then the results were compared across the cases. 	  

The main findings of our study are as follows. Business model in B2B context serves as the 
frame of reference for customer value formation. Characteristics of business model components, 
in particular key activities and key resources, as well as the intentions for further business model 
development become more specific underlying criteria of value proposition assessment. In wind 
energy industry in Sweden there is a core customer value to get the highest possible energy 
production, shared by all studied cases. Differences in customer value among O&M customers 
were identified in their perceptions of customer value of O&M service (contracts, SCADA 
system, reports, and education) and relationship with service providers. Such business model 
related criteria as competence, characteristics of fleet, involvement in O&M activities, and 
intention for development of O&M involvement explain why customer value differs among the 
studied customers of O&M services in wind energy industry in Sweden. 

Customer business model should be used by managers in both wind energy industry and other 
contexts for understanding customer value in a holistic way. Further customer segmentation 
should be done based on customer business model related criteria, and in the context of wind 
energy industry the criteria identified in this study can be used. What is more, O&M service 
providers should allow more flexibility in contracts and give additional attention to customer 
relational mechanisms in their business models as the source of customer value. 

Key words: Customer value, business model, wind energy, operation and maintenance	   	  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter background, problem and purpose of the current research are discussed. At the 
end of the chapter, thesis layout is described with a short explanation what is going to be 
presented in the subsequent parts.	  

1.1 BACKGROUND 
Rapid growth of wind energy industry can be observed globally during last decade. According to 
GWEC (2013) the industry's energy producing capacity grew globally with 19% in 2012, which 
makes it the fastest growing industry in the energy sector. The latest report from GWEC (2013) 
forecasts that wind energy industry will continue growing, and it predicts an average growth with 
13.7% until 2017. As European Union has the goal of reducing emissions by 85% until 2050 
(EWEA, 2013) and the growth in wind energy sector is one of the ways to contribute to this goal, 
it implies that incentives will create long term opportunities for the sector’s growth across whole 
Europe. 	  

In Sweden, the wind energy capacity has grown with 240% during the last three years and further 
growth is expected because of the available natural wind resources in the region (EWEA, 2013). 
In total, the Swedish wind energy capacity reached 3,745 MW at the end of 2012, which is 1,3 % 
of the total world capacity. During 2013, Swedish wind energy industry totally produced 9681 
GWh, which is around 7% of Sweden's total energy consumption, where offshore wind turbines 
only produced 321 GWh. This energy gets sold to either the Nordic energy market or directly to 
an energy company. In 2012, yearly installations in Sweden accounted for 2% of the amount of 
new turbines installed globally (GWEC, 2013). It can be seen that in Sweden there is an ongoing 
and fast accumulation of wind turbines in use, as it is shown in figure 1.1 below. 	  

	  

Figure 1-1 Wind energy market development in Sweden (based on Vindstat, 2014) 
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The most popular effect of wind turbine today is 2 MW and the highest effect installed on shore 
in Sweden is 3 MW (Vindstat, 2014). This study focuses on onshore O&M services for wind 
turbines in the 2 MW class, which is the most sold turbine today (Vindstat, 2014). 	  

Wind turbine is a durable product and has an estimated lifetime on 20-25 years1. During these 
years O&M (Operation and Maintenance) activities are required, such as day-to-day running, 
administration, condition-based maintenance, breakdown maintenance etc. (Walford, 2006) in 
order to ensure productivity over the full life. The costs of O&M in wind energy in Sweden are 
currently around 0.15-0.20 SEK per kWh of energy produced (O2, 2013) and are embedded in 
the O&M service contracts for fulfilling the needed O&M activities.  At the moment, the costs of 
O&M are critical for wind turbine owners, as electricity prices are at their lowest in Sweden. For 
instance, in 2012 the average price of energy was 0.27 SEK per kWh, which is half the price, 
compared to 2010 (Energi, 2013). Thus, compared to the average price of electricity in 2012, 
total O&M costs make up to more than half of the revenues for wind energy owners. 	  

Further, the O&M impacts the revenues through wind turbine availability. Wind turbine 
availability is defined as the share of time when turbine produces energy (Vindstat, 2014). In 
order to maximize generation of revenues, a wind turbine needs to always be running when wind 
conditions allow wind energy generation, and any forced stop leads to financial losses. The 
quality of O&M and how fast O&M provider reacts to all the appearing faults and breakdowns 
influences to a very large extent the availability and revenues.	  

1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION 

1.2.1 WIND ENERGY INDUSTRY CHALLENGES  
The rapid growth of the wind energy industry in Sweden (see figure 1.1 above) is creating both 
market opportunities and challenges, especially in the operation phase of wind turbine’s lifetime. 
While the industry is growing rapidly, difficulties occur with ensuring high quality of O&M 
services, which has negative consequences for wind turbine customers (Duncker, Klötzer & 
Larsson 2010). According to Vindstat (2014), the availability of wind turbines in Sweden has 
been steadily decreasing from 99% in 2006 down to 95% in 2013. One reason for this is that  
O&M is not managed well. Such difficulties with O&M put the whole industry in quite a 
challenging position and may undermine profitability, especially in the current electricity market 
conditions. 

The decreasing availability can be related to the current manufacturer's focus. Lema, Berger, 
Schmitz and Song (2011) point out, during the rapid growth of the industry wind turbine 
manufacturers have been focusing more on manufacturing and installation phases of wind energy 
projects, i.e. producing, selling and delivering new units, as the main point for business growth. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The description of wind turbine parts as well as more detailed description of O&M activities is presented in 
Chapter 4. 	  
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Similar idea is expressed by Bertling Tjärnberg and Wennerhag (2012) who say that the wind 
energy industry has been focusing on implementing and building farms rather than focusing on 
the development of efficient O&M services. 	  

Such focus of prioritizing sales of new units in wind energy industry identified by Lema et al. 
(2011) and Bertling Tjärnberg and Wennerhag (2012) is natural if view the development of the 
industry from the perspective of industry life cycle. The wind energy industry in Sweden has 
established dominant design of wind turbines by 1990s (Bergek & Jacobsson, 2003), but the 
technology is still under development, and from the perspective of industry life cycle it is now 
following the global growth phase with signs of starting approaching maturity phase (Dismukes, 
Miller & Bers, 2009). According to Utterback and Abernathy (1978), in this stage manufacturing 
companies are still focusing on product innovations and scaling up the production. The lack of 
focus on O&M becomes one of the main reasons for decreasing availability in the wind energy 
industry in Sweden. Due to the constant development and up scaling of turbines, it becomes more 
difficult to find spare parts to a specific model and more demanding to do the actual maintenance, 
which has negative effect on efficiency of O&M.	  

However, according to Johnson (2010) with time when customer needs are fulfilled through 
functionality, quality and reliability of product, customer starts demanding solutions to help them 
“get the job done” rather than just product function. Therefore, the nature of competition changes, 
and companies need to learn how to meet customers’ individual needs, and convenience and 
customization become key for success in the following stage of industry life cycle (Johnson, 
2010). Providing customer with value becomes a more advanced source of competitive advantage 
in comparison to product and process quality improvements (Woodruff, 1997), and this should be 
the direction for further wind energy industry development. 

This switch from product focus to solving different customers’ problems “to get the job done” is 
identified by many researchers (e.g. Visnjic & Van Looy, 2013; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; 
Aurich, Fuchs & Wagenknecht, 2006; Takata, Kirnura, Van Houten, Westkamper, Shpitalni, 
Ceglarek & Lee, 2004) as transformation of manufacturing companies from product dominant 
logic to more service dominant one. Service dominant logic refers to the situation where any 
economic activity is based on exchange of services between entities, while products are just 
transmission vehicles for applying human competence (Maglio & Spohrer, 2013). This 
transformation can be fulfilled through switching from being machine manufacturer to “solution 
provider”. This means maintaining utility and effectiveness of the product over the whole product 
life cycle and taking into account product’s place within end-user’s processes (Oliva & 
Kallenberg, 2003; Aurich et al., 2006; Santamaría, Jesús Nieto & Miles, 2012). In this case, 
maintenance services role needs to be considered as a value creating activity rather than a cost 
(Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Parida & Kumar, 2006).	  

Many capital-intensive industries such as airplane and shipbuilding industries have already 
experienced such transition, and companies in these industries have learnt how to use their 
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distinct and qualitative after-sales and maintenance services to differentiate themselves (Cohen & 
Whang, 1997; Aurich et al., 2006). In quite some cases of durable goods manufacturers, after-
sales service and sales of spare parts exceed the margins of the product itself (Cohen & Whang, 
1997; Kuo & Wang, 2012). For instance, airplane industry has developed an effective and 
economically sustainable way of organizing maintenance to prolong the lifetime of an airplane 
through such activities as setting up a list of obligatory maintenance, using high safety margins 
when designing an airplane, developing modular systems and diagnosing systems for every flight 
(Dekker & Scarf, 1998). 	  

To sum up the points mentioned above, the Swedish wind energy industry is in the growth phase 
of its life cycle, and at the moment it is experiencing challenges with decreasing availability due 
to insufficient O&M service, which is typical for this phase. These difficulties are caused by 
product dominant logic, focus on manufacturing and selling of wind turbines rather than further 
operation phase within wind turbine lifetime. The current challenges with O&M have negative 
impact on profitability of wind energy projects, and as the rapid growth of the market is expected 
to continue, it will make the difficulties even more significant if they are not addressed properly. 	  

These challenges in O&M create market opportunities for improved O&M offerings. A wind 
turbines lifetime can be divided into two distinct periods: under warranty and out of warranty. 
During the time under warranty, which is usually 1-5 year, OEMs provide the customer with full 
O&M services. But after warranty expires, contracts for further O&M need to be signed, and this 
is when other players2, independent service providers (ISP) or other wind turbine manufacturers, 
have the opportunity to take over O&M service contracts of wind turbines. And according to 
Gamesa Wind Sweden AB, this is, already happening as ISPs gain more market share in O&M as 
the OEMs, due to their focus on selling, do not succeed to manage the rapid growth in demand 
for O&M services in the industry. 

1.2.2 CUSTOMER VALUE IN BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION 
To improve the situation it becomes crucial to reconsider the underlying business approach to 
O&M in wind energy industry. According to Johnson (2010), such switch in business approach 
requires business model innovation rather than product or process innovation, which the industry 
has been focusing on so far. In line with this, Loock (2012) found that investors in renewable 
energy (including wind energy) prefer companies, which have business models that offer better 
O&M rather than lowest price or best technology of the product.	  

To define business model, researchers take different approaches in identifying its elements, 
content, architecture etc. (e.g. Chesbrough, 2010b; Amit & Zott, 2010; Osterwalder & Pigneur 
2012; Pohle, Korsten & Ramamurthy, 2005; Johnson, Christensen & Kagermann, 2008; Teece, 
2010). However, it can be noticed that the authors agree that business model is the framework for 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Players in O&M services in wind energy industry include: wind turbine manufacturers (OEMs), O&M service 
providers (it can be either OEM or ISP), O&M service customers (wind turbine owners)  
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the processes of value creation and exchange of value (delivery and capturing) with customer. In 
turn, business model innovation relates to the process of changing company’s business model, 
which aims at increasing overall competitiveness (Francis & Bessant, 2005) and increase of value 
for the company (Chesbrough, 2010b) and/or customer (Teece, 2010). 	  

Frankenberger, Weiblen, Csik and Gassmann (2013) refer to business model innovation as a 
process with different phases, and there has been quite much of research on overcoming internal 
company barriers in order to succeed in the process (e.g. Johnson et al., 2008; Chesbrough, 
2010b; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). At the same time, most of researchers (e.g. Johnson et al., 
2008; Johnson, 2010; Teece, 2010; Chesbrough, 2010A; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; 
Frankenberger et al., 2013) emphasize the fact that business model innovation should start with 
identifying customer needs, demands and what is valuable for customer so as to build a precise 
value proposition fitting these needs as one of the most crucial factors. For instance, Teece 
(2010) mentions that managers need to get deep understanding of the needs of the customers, 
how well competitors are satisfying those needs, and what the possibilities for technological and 
organizational improvement are. In order to do this, Johnsson (2010) says it is critical for 
managers to think from an outside-in perspective in order to innovate a business model, which 
means that a company needs to understand the customers’ unfulfilled “jobs-to-be-done”. 	  

Traditionally, consumer and B2B marketing are focusing on identifying customer needs, 
demands and what is valuable for customer. As it is a major concern in business model 
innovation as an initial step in order to improve business model, the insights from these fields can 
be used. In the field of marketing, customer needs, demands and what is valuable for customer, 
that are mentioned in business model innovation research, could be connected to what is referred 
to as “customer value”. For instance, Woodruff (1997, p. 140) defines customer value as taking 
“the perspective of an organization's customers, considering what they want and believe that they 
get from buying and using a seller's product”, where product can be referring to both physical 
good and service. In other words, customer value is the perception from the customer’s side of 
how well a product or service fulfills customers’ needs and demands. Moreover, the author 
emphasizes, “customer value is something perceived by customers rather than objectively 
determined by a seller” (p.141). Thus, in the process of business model innovation the initial step 
is connected with identifying customer value, however, it remains unclear how to do it.	  

The empirical challenges of O&M service in Swedish wind energy can be dealt with through 
business model innovation. But the question is, what is customer value in this B2B context of 
Swedish wind energy? It can be noticed that in the Swedish wind energy industry, customer value 
of O&M has not got much attention, and therefore, it is not clear if customer value of O&M 
differs between customers, and if it does, how and why. Thus, in order to innovate business 
model it is necessary to identify what customer value is in this case, if it differs among customers 
and how. However, research on O&M in wind energy industry is mainly focusing on technical 
side (e.g. Aldén, Barney & Engberg Ekman, 2014).	  
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At the same time, in the initial step of business model innovation Johnson (2010) says that it is 
needed to understand what customers are trying to do rather than asking them what they need, 
which reflects on the attempt to understand what determines customer value. This goes in hand 
with the idea of Keränen and Jalkala (2013) who point out that there is a need for more holistic 
understanding of customer value, and explicating customer needs and customer processes in 
order to understand how customer value forms. 	  

However, understanding customer value and explicating what determines it has a lot of 
challenges. Customer value is not static and may change over time (Flint, Woodruff & Gardial, 
1997) due to different reasons. As Flint et al. (1997) propose, customer value change occurs 
under the influence of certain trigger events which are stimuli coming from the customer’s 
environment and which are connected to customer’s goals. Additionally, Woodruff (1997) points 
out that customer value may differ at the point of sale, during and after product use. The author 
explains further, that at the point of purchasing a product, customer is concerned with choosing 
among available product alternatives, while when product is in use, it is of importance for the 
customer that the chosen product performs when the situation requires it. Thus, in order to 
innovate business model in such a way so as to be able to sustain high perceptions of how 
valuable product or service is over time, it is not enough to just map customer value. It is needed 
to understand the essence of customer value. But how to distinguish what determines customer 
value in order to innovate business model in a sustainable way? The answer to this question 
remains unclear.	  

Even though identifying and understanding customer value is challenging, the researchers in the 
area of business models take for granted that this knowledge exists in other areas and focus 
directly on the issues of building suitable value proposition and how to create, deliver and capture 
value. It is taken for granted by the majority of researchers on business model innovation that 
there is a common understanding of what customer value is and there are available tools, 
practices and methods for identifying it (e.g. Johnson et al., 2008; Teece, 2010; Woodruff, 1997; 
Chesbrough, 2010a). In the case of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), the authors put more 
emphasis on studying customers and identifying customer segments; however, the authors only 
map customers’ so-called pains and gains (benefits and sacrifices) from acquiring certain value 
proposition. At the same time, further questions arise and remain unanswered: what creates these 
pains and gains? How they differ among customers? 	  

According to Lindgreen, Hingley, Grant and Morgan (2012), it is hard for manufacturers to 
capture what is customer value as manufacturers and end users perceive value differently. As 
Ulaga and Chacour (2001) point out, it is even harder to measure customer’s perceived value in 
B2B markets. Moreover, “different customer segments perceive different values within the same 
product” (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001, p. 530). In general, many authors studying value in the field 
of B2B marketing (e.g. Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005; Fiol, Tena and García, 2011; Keränen & 
Jalkala, 2013) point out that deeper understanding of customer value and what determines it 
should be developed in order to be able to provide customers with appropriate solutions. 
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Developing such understanding is of high importance for business model innovation as customer 
value serves as a basis for this process. 	  

Identifying and understanding customer value has been an issue in maintenance services, too. 
There have been attempts to understand the value adding side of maintenance as, for instance, 
Marais and Saleh (2009) do. However, Marais and Saleh (2009) are only focusing on the direct 
revenue generating part of maintenance services, while there may also exist less tangible benefits. 
Additional difficulties with identifying customer value in maintenance are connected with the 
changing nature of the needs over the product life cycle (Takata et al., 2004), which goes in hand 
with the previous point about changing nature of customer value (e.g. Woodruff, 1997). Toossi, 
Lockett, Raja, and Martinez (2013) attempt to emphasize the need of understanding the value-in-
use of maintenance service from customers side instead of focusing on just financial 
measurements at the point of sale as criteria for value in maintenance. However, the empirical 
study of Toossi et al. (2013) is focusing on mapping tangible and intangible outcome for the 
customer rather than unveiling what are the criteria of customer value in maintenance services.	  

1.3 PURPOSE 
Summarizing the points discussed above, there is a need for business model innovation in wind 
energy industry in Sweden. To do that it is important to understand what is customer value in 
O&M in this B2B context, and the understanding of the essence of this customer value is needed. 
However, research on maintenance services does not present what are the criteria which 
determine customer value in this area. Research on business model innovation takes it for granted 
that customer value is understood, while industrial marketing is also missing the principles of 
how to understand what determines customer value in B2B context. Therefore, the purpose of our 
study is to: 	  

explore customer value as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B context 

In order to fulfill the purpose, the following research questions are set:	  

What determines customer value in B2B context? 

How and why does customer value differ among customers of O&M services in wind energy 

industry in Sweden? 

This thesis is a part of a research project at Halmstad University, which is called “Business model 
innovation: A case study of maintenance services for the wind power industry”. The goal of the 
project is to develop and implement innovative business models in the industry. In this study, we 
are focusing on the interaction between O&M service provider and customer from a customer 
perspective in order to understand what determines customer value. With fulfilling our purpose 
and answering our research questions we contribute with better understanding of differences 
between customers and customer value of O&M services. If there are differences in customer 
value, different business models may be needed. To sum it up, the empirical problem that this 
theses will look into refers to Swedish wind energy industry where business model innovation in 
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O&M is needed and customer value is unclear. Theoretical problem in business model research is 
connected with lack of understanding of underlying criteria in customer value and how to identify 
it as an initial step in business model innovation process. 	  

1.4 THESIS LAYOUT 
The further parts of the current thesis have the following sequence and content:	  

In theory chapter we present in more detail what customer value is, how it is formed, what role 
business model plays in the formation of customer value. At the end of this chapter we build the 
analytical framework based on the discussed theories. 	  

Methodology section provides an overview of research approach and justification of 
methodological choices for all parts of the research project. 	  

In O&M and Swedish wind energy market we give explanations to important key concepts for 
this context as it influences significantly what customer value is.  	  

In Case descriptions O&M customers and their business models are presented. 	  

Analysis and discussion is done by first comparing the cases business models to find the main 
similarities and differences. Later customer value differences are discussed and related to cases 
business models. Finally, the process of customer value formation is discussed.	  

Finally, in conclusion we summarize main results from the previous section, as well as draw on 
managerial implications and proposals for future research. 	  
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Customer value is an important initial step in the process of business model innovation, as it is 
the basis for developing a suitable value proposition. However, there is lack of clarity about what 
customer value is in the area of business model research. Therefore, having the purpose to 
explore customer value as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B context, 
we turn to the area of industrial marketing, where customer value is studied in more detail, thus, 
start with an overview of what customer value is, what are the different approaches to it and how 
customer value is formed. Then we present various definitions of business model, the most 
recognized approaches to it and discuss B2B context from the perspective of business models. 
Further, we integrate discussions on business models and on customer value, reflect on the 
presented recognized approaches to business models and, in the end, build the analytical model 
for data collection and analysis.	  

2.1 CUSTOMER VALUE 
Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007) point out that customer value is a complex 
concept. Generally, customer value may be referred to from different standpoints. From one side, 
customer value may be regarded as a company’s asset, which is the source of incomes  
(Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). On the other side, customer value could refer to what is perceived 
as valuable by customer (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). For the purpose of this 
research, the later standpoint is in focus, and hence, it is used and reviewed further.	  

Various researchers approach differently how they study the complexity of customer value, and 
there is no universally agreed approach to definition, dimensions and measurement of perceived 
value (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007; Fiol et al., 2011). For instance, Keränen and 
Jalkala (2013, p. 1308) say that “customer value is typically conceptualized as a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs involved in an exchange”. Similar points can be found in 
Woodruff (1997), Lindgreen et al. (2012), Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005), Ulaga and Chacour 
(2001) etc. Further, Woodruff (1997) and Keränen and Jalkala (2013) say that customer value is a 
subjective evaluation from customer’s perspective of what these benefits and costs are, while 
Zeithaml (1988, p. 14) proposes that there is customer perceived value which is “consumer’s 
overall assessment of the utility of a product (or service) based on perceptions of what is received 
and what is given.”	  

Despite all the complexity, Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) and Lindgreen et al. (2012) manage to 
divide research on customer value in two groups; value of goods and services and value of buyer-
seller relationships. In the research on perceived customer value there are also two main flows 
identified by Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007), which include one-dimensional and 
multidimensional approaches to value in general. Further we are going to discuss these research 
approaches in more detail. After that, attention is switched to the ideas and explanations on how 
customer value is formed. 	  
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2.1.1 APPROACHES TO CUSTOMER VALUE 
2.1.1.1 Value of goods and services and Value of buyer-seller relationships 
If consider the flows in research on customer value identified by Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) 
and Lindgreen et al. (2012), value of goods and services corresponds to the value of the object of 
exchange, while value of relationships gets beyond the frames of product or service exchange and 
corresponds to the value of the process of exchange (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005), the long term 
benefits of the cooperation (Lindgreen et al., 2012) and such intangible aspects of customer value 
as reputation, knowledge, innovative capability etc. (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005; Keränen & 
Jalkala, 2013).  	  

Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) additionally identify two directions within value of relationships: 
research on creation of value through relationships and research on the resulting value of 
relationships. Creation of value through relationships is tightly connected with such ways of 
doing business where value co-creation, tight cooperation between partners and combination of 
capabilities, which members of networks have, play a key role (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). 
According to Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005), trust and commitment are considered by many 
scholars to be important factors in order to be able to maintain a certain type of relationship and 
to create value through it.	  

While Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) mention that there are different ways for arranging business 
to create value through relationships, Day (2000) points out that all the different types of 
relationships could be arranged along the continuum (see figure 2.1). According to Day (2000), 
in B2B context transactional exchanges refer to a series of ongoing transactions where the most 
important point is that the exchanges are timely and at competitive prices. In value-adding 
exchanges, customer’s requirements are understood and offering of supplier is tailors as much as 
possible to fit those needs, while in collaborative exchanges the emphasis is on mutual 
commitment to long-term benefits through close linkages in processes and information. 	  

	  

Figure 2-1 The relationship spectrum (Day, 2000, p. 25) 

What concerns resulting value of relationships from the perspective of the customer, activity 
links, resource ties and actor bonds are among the sources of value in relationships, which may 
result in a more effective operation and even development of new product and service solutions 
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(Lingreen & Wynstra, 2005). In connection to this, Day (2000, p. 24) says that even in the most 
short lived market relationships, each side gives something in return “for a benefit or pay off of a 
greater value”. But it can be noticed that the relationships in the spectrum of Day (2000) allow to 
a different extent to create value, where in transactional exchanges there is hardly any value 
created out of relationship while in collaborative exchanges new product and service solutions 
may be co-created.	  

2.1.1.2 One-dimensional and multidimensional approaches to value 
Considering the flows of research identified by Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007), 
value has been considered as one-dimensional or multidimensional by scholars. One-dimensional 
approach to value means that perceived value is considered to be a single construct which does 
not include several components, but can be produced based on the effects of several antecedents 
(Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). One-dimensional approach to value could 
therefore be viewed as a “construct that can be measured simply by asking respondents to rate 
the value that they received in making their purchases” (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 
2007, p. 428). The authors point out that from one-dimensional perspective value is a cognitive 
trade-off between benefits and sacrifices. Research of Lapierre (2000) could serve as an example 
of one-dimensional approach to value. Lapierre (2000) divides 13 antecedents of value, which he 
calls “value drivers”, into those that create benefits (alternative solutions, product quality, product 
customization, responsiveness, flexibility, reliability, technical competence, supplier image, trust, 
supplier solidarity with customers) and those which create sacrifices (price, time/effort/energy, 
conflicts). The research of Lapierre (2000) shows that the antecedents have different importance 
in different industries, but unfortunately there is no discussion about what causes this difference. 
Overall, researchers with one-dimensional approach to value suppose that perceived value differs 
between customers, situations and contexts as antecedents receive different level of influence on 
the resulting perceived value (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). 	  

In the contrast to one-dimensional approach, according to multi-dimensional approach perceived 
value consists of several interrelated dimensions that represent the complexity of the concept 
(Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). As an example, Woodruff (1997, p. 140) defines 
customer value in relative terms as taking “the perspective of an organization's customers, 
considering what they want and believe that they get from buying and using a seller's product”. 
Further, he suggests a multidimensional perspective in the form of a hierarchy of value. With this 
framework it is possible to understand “received value”. The customer evaluates a product 
relative to three dimensions in the hierarchy, which are the desired attributes, consequences, and 
goal structure that they have in mind at the moment (Woodruff, 1997). 	  

Another example of multi-dimensional approach is the study of Fiol et al. (2011) where they find 
three different levels of value (functional, social, emotional) as the most proved dimensions of 
value, in other words a product, service or relationship can get different functional social or 
emotional customer value. The authors study these dimensions in industrial markets and prove 
empirically more detailed parts within each of the dimensions. For functional dimension, these 
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are price, convenience, cost of change, product quality, quality of employee’s service, quality of 
company’s service; for social dimension - social image, reputation; for emotional dimension - 
experience, personalized treatment, interpersonal relationships. While studying same dimensions 
of value, Sweeney and Soutar (2001) point out that these dimensions may be interrelated while 
making the contribution to the customer choice. Overall, Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo 
(2007) point out, that similarly to one-dimensional value approach, in multi-dimensional one 
customer value is considered to be comparative, personal and context dependent and it relies on 
subjective preference judgment. 	  

From the discussion above it can be noticed that even though it is possible to take a one- or 
multidimensional perspective to understand value, value is in both cases dependent on a cognitive 
and/or affective evaluation, or an assessment process which is subjective and situation-related 
concerning the way how it determines the perceived customer value. As customers are 
heterogeneous, they will perceive differently value of the same product or service and value of 
relationship (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005), which means that value is a subjective concept. In 
order to understand why customers perceive value differently, we need to look into how 
perception of customer value forms as it may give more understanding what this customer 
evaluation subjectivity is about.	  

2.1.2 CUSTOMER VALUE FORMATION 
In the previous sub chapter it is discussed that customer value is a complex concept and may be 
considered as one- or multidimensional in itself and can be related to value of goods and services 
or value of relationships. Trying to understand how customer value is formed, Payne, Storbacka 
and Frow (2007) assert that customer value is determined by the customer when the value 
proposition offered by the company is consumed or used. In a similar line of thinking, Sánchez-
Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007, p. 429) define value, as “the outcome of an evaluative 
judgment” which supposes that there is comparison of benefits and sacrifices as well as that there 
is an interaction between customer and the offering or value proposition.	  

It is possible to notice that the researchers discuss customer value in such a perspective that it is 
an outcome of a certain assessment process, which is explicitly pointed out by Sánchez-
Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007). In figure 2.2 below, we present our understanding of the 
process of customer value formation based on the studied literature. We illustrate the idea that a 
value proposition, which is offered by a company, is received by the customer and after the value 
proposition assessment the value proposition gains certain perception of customer value which is 
subjective and cognitive-affective in nature in accordance to what is discussed in the previous 
subchapter. It is important to emphasize that the assessment process in figure 2.2 below is of 
cognitive nature (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007) as researchers point out the 
reliance on comparing the alternatives and analyzing the benefits or sacrifices of the offer (e.g. 
Woodruff, 1997). 	  
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Figure 2-2 Customer value formation process	  

As it was pointed out, perception of customer value is subjective by its nature and may differ 
from customer to customer in relation to the same value proposition offered to them. However, 
understanding the principles and reasons why perceptions of customer value differ is vital for the 
purpose of our research. In order to understand why customers shape different perceptions of 
value, it is necessary to look into what happens in the value proposition assessment in figure 2.2 
above and what the underlying criteria of this process are.	  

There has been a lot of research connected to how value proposition is assessed by customer. As 
an example, one of a frequently referred model is the model of multistage customers’ assessment 
of Bolton and Drew (1991) who investigate the assessment process for services as a value 
proposition. In the authors’ opinion, value proposition, which is being assessed by customer, 
have certain attributes and dimensions, which provide customer with certain level and type of 
performance. The value proposition assessment includes formation of customer satisfaction, 
service quality perceptions which in the end lead to formation of perceived value of value 
proposition. Customer satisfaction in this case is tightly connected with the customer’s 
experience directly after a purchase and may be dependent on customer expectations, actual 
performance of the offering and the gap between the two. Customer expectations are based on 
customer needs, customer past experiences and the communicated proposed value of the offer. 
Perceived service quality is shaped as customers’ evaluation of service excellence and 
superiority, which is determined by the gap between expectations and the actual performance of 
the offer and is affected by customer satisfaction. Overall perceived customer value is formed 
based on perception of service quality, sacrifices of using the service and customers’ 
characteristics. (Bolton & Drew, 1991)	  

In addition to the model of Bolton and Drew (1991), while trying to understand what underlies 
value proposition assessment, Ulaga and Chacour (2001, p. 530) assert that perceived customer 
value in B2B markets forms “as perceived by key decision makers in the customer’s 
organization, and taking into consideration the available alternative suppliers’ offerings in a 
specific-use situation”. According to the authors, industrial customer perceptions of value differ 
because of different people taking care of purchasing activities and the goals that these 
individuals may have.	  
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Moreover, in connection to the same problem of figuring out what underlies value proposition 
assessment, Flint et al. (1997) discuss that assessment of value proposition by customer, which 
they call value judgment, is connected to such categories as customer’s “values” and “desired 
value”. “Desired value” by customer refers to the perception what customer wants to get in order 
to fulfill a task or reach certain goal, while “values” are central beliefs of the customer which 
guide customer’s actions in all situations. As the authors say, these values have impact on 
customer’s strategy implementation as they influence decision-making and the choices made, and 
hence, they are underlying value proposition assessment. At the same time, in industrial markets 
values are tightly connected with the goals that industrial customers have. 	  

Additionally, Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) point out that “value” is traditionally understood as 
preferential judgment based on comparison of benefits and sacrifices, while the term ”values” 
refers to the criteria, deeply held and enduring beliefs which are the basis for making that 
judgment. Thus, similarly to Flint et al. (1997), Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) discuss that 
“values” is a system of beliefs defining what is valued by customer and how the trade off 
between benefits and sacrifices is perceived. Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007) make 
the point, that “values” become implicit criteria for customer’s value proposition assessment. In 
other words, customer’s values put together shape certain value system of the customer, or 
customer’s frame of reference as referred to by Bolton and Drew (1991), which is the basis for 
value assessment.	  

2.1.3 SUMMARY OF CUSTOMER VALUE 
As it can be noticed, customer value is a complex concept, which reflects on certain trade offs for 
the customer. What can be seen from different researchers work on customer value is, that even 
though their approaches in treating value differ (e.g. one-dimensional and multidimensional 
approaches), but in any case the dimensions or antecedents of value are customer, situation 
and/or context specific. As it was noticed, the reason for that may be that customers are not 
homogenous and have different needs; therefore, what is valuable for them depends on their 
cognitive process of a subjective assessment of the value proposition. 	  

As it can be noticed, underlying criteria in value proposition assessment has been identified from 
different researchers. Bolton and Drew (1991) give importance to customer characteristics in the 
process of value assessment. In the definition of Ulaga and Chacour (2001, p. 530) it is pointed 
out that key decisions are made based on a cognitive evaluation where the determinants are the 
specific use-situation and how the offer stands against competing products. Woodruff (1997, 
p.142) emphasizes once more that the customer’s use-situation is critical for the value proposition 
assessment. Further it could be interpreted from Flint et al. (1997) and Lindgreen and Wynstra 
(2005) that the underlying criteria in value proposition assessment could be the values and goals 
that the organization has. At the same time, the organization and its values could be viewed as 
defining the specific use-situation. Overall, there are different perspectives on the underlying 
criteria. But in any case authors seem to agree on their existence and that in the customer value 
formation process the underlying criteria appears in value proposition assessment (see figure 2.3)	  
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Figure 2-3 Underlying criteria in customer value formation process 

As it follows from the discussions around value proposition assessment, it becomes critical to 
understand the customers underlying criteria or, in other words, use-situation, goals and values 
etc. As business model is characteristic for any business, looking into customer’s business model 
may help in building such understanding. Therefore, we further focus on the theory available in 
business models field.	  

2.2 BUSINESS MODELS  
Research on business models has emerged quite recently and, according to Klang, Wallnöfer and 
Hacklin (2014) and Zott, Amit and Massa (2011), has been developing rapidly in the recent 
years. As a result, there is not much unification in the directions of research as well as there is a 
lot of diffusion in the definitions and concepts used by researchers. For instance, Zott et al. 
(2011) find that in publications scholars refer to business model among others as architecture, a 
conceptual tool or model, a structural template etc. Klang et al. (2014, p. 17) conclude that all the 
studied publications on business models “vary widely in terms of the central phenomenon under 
study, the peripheral phenomenon under study, the theoretical perspective and the 
methodological approach”. Moreover, Zott et al. (2011) say that the majority of authors do not 
explicitly define or conceptualize business model, and many authors rely on definitions used by 
others. In table 2.1 below several definitions of business models are summarized, and definitions 
of these authors are referred to by Zott et al. (2011) as most prevalent ones in research on 
business models.  
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Table 2.1 Prevalent business model definitions (adapted from Zott et al., 2011) 

Authors 	   Summary of definitions	  

Timmers (1998, p. 2)	   “an architecture of the product, service and information flows, including 
a description	  of the various business actors and their roles; a description 
of the potential benefits for the various business actors; a description of 
the sources of revenues”	  

Amit and Zott (2001, p. 
511)	  

“the content, structure, and governance of transactions designed so as to 
create value through the exploitation of business opportunities” 	  

Chesbrough and 
Rosenbloom (2002, p.529)	  

“the heuristic logic that connects technical potential with the realization 
of economic value”	  

Magretta (2002, p.4)	   “stories that explain how enterprises work. A good business model 
answers Peter Drucker’s age old questions: Who is the customer? And 
what does the customer value? It also answers the fundamental questions 
every manager must ask: How do we make money in this business? What 
is the underlying economic logic that explains how we can deliver value 
to customers at an appropriate cost?”	  

Morris, Schindehutte and 
Allen (2005, p. 727)	  

“concise representation of how an interrelated set of decision variables in 
the areas of	  venture strategy, architecture, and economics are addressed 
to create sustainable competitive advantage in defined markets”	  

Johnson et al. (2008, p. 52)	   Business models “consist of four interlocking elements, that, taken 
together, create and deliver value”	  

Casadesus-Masanell and 
Ricart (2010, p.195)	  

“A business model is [...] a reflection of the firm realized strategy”	  

Teece (2010, p.179)	   “A business model articulates the logic, the data and other evidence that 
support a value proposition for the customer, and a viable structure of 
revenues and costs for the enterprise delivering that value”	  

	  

At the same time, Klang et al. (2014) find in their review that many definitions of business model 
are strongly related to the concept of value and/or the concept of strategy. 	  

What concerns the concept of value, according to Klang et al. (2014) value and value related 
processes play a central role in all discussions related to business models. As it can be seen in 
table 2.1, some researchers focus more on value creation within business model (e.g. Amit & 
Zott, 2001; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002), others add more attention to value appropriation 
part (e.g. Johnson et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2005). At the same time, Teece (2010) interprets 
business model as the architecture for three value related processes: value creation, delivery and 
capturing. 	  
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In connection to the concept of strategy, Klang et al. (2014) and Zott et al. (2011) notice that 
many researchers appeal to the fact, that strategy and business model are different and distinct, 
though closely related concepts. Klang et al. (2014) find that many scholars point out that 
strategy influences the choice of business model, while business model gives information flow 
for further strategy evolvement. As well, Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010) say that business 
models refers to the logic of the firm while strategy refers to the choice of business model. 
Within this flow of ideas, Richardson (2008, p.135) says that business model is a “conceptual 
framework that helps to link the firm’s strategy, or theory of how to compete, to its activities, or 
execution of the strategy”. Chesbrough (2010b) says that business model creates certain 
cognitive filters within the organization which sort out the information so as it would fit the 
business model and in this way influences managers decision making. Similarly to Chesbrough 
(2010b), Richardson’s (2008) ideas could be referred to as a some sort of cognitive filter too, 
which is influencing decision making concerning which resources and capabilities are brought 
into the business model from outside in order to fulfill the strategy.	  

2.2.1 APPROACHES TO BUSINESS MODEL 
Despite all the dispersion, there are several recognized and widespread approaches to business 
model components in the area. We chose the most cited works in ISI Web of Science and Google 
Scholar among the works summarized by Klang et al. (2014), and also complemented these with 
the choices of Zott et al. (2011) considering the most recognized definitions of business model 
area. As a result, approaches of Amit and Zott (2010, 2012), Johnson et al. (2008), Chesbrough 
and Rosenbloom (2002) were chosen as the most complete and widespread models in academia, 
as well as they were complemented with business model canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur 
(2010) as it is mentioned to be the most frequently used model by practitioners (Klang et al., 
2014). The chosen approaches are presented below, and each of them goes deeper into 
identifying and describing elements and their interconnection within business model. 	  

Zott and Amit (2010) define a business model as “a system of interdependent activities that 
transcends the focal firm and spans its boundaries”. All the activities are performed by the focal 
firm and its partners to create value and capture a share of it. The authors propose that business 
model has particular design elements; content, structure and governance. The content describes 
what activities constitute the business model, the structure is how the different activities are 
linked and put into sequence of the value creation process, and the governance describes who will 
perform the activities (Amit & Zott, 2012). This is quite a general and broad view on what 
business model is and it gives just a starting understanding of the concept. As Bocken, Short, 
Rana and Evans (2013) point out, Zott and Amit (2010) choose a network-centric rather than firm 
centric approach to business model, which reflects on quite recent developments of the thought in 
the area. 	  

From the perspective of Johnson et al. (2008) business model should have such components as 
customer value proposition, profit formula, and key resources and processes. These elements are 
inter locked and together maintain exchange of values between customer and company. Customer 
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gets some need satisfied, which is of customer value, while company gets profits in return, which 
correspondingly creates value for the company. 	  

Johnson et al. (2008) emphasize that successful business models are developed starting with the 
realization that customers have certain needs and barriers, such as insufficient wealth, access, 
skill, or time, in order to address them (Johnson et al., 2008). All this creates an opportunity for 
the company to satisfy this need at a profit, and “a successful company is the one that has found a 
way to create value for customers” (p. 60). Further, the authors develop the idea that value 
proposition may have different level of strength which is dependent on how important the need, 
that is being satisfied by the offered solution/tool/product/service, is for customers, on the level 
of customer satisfaction by the currently available solutions and on the relative superiority of the 
company’s offering in fulfilling the need.	  

Chesbrough (2003) proposes that business model is an intermediate construct that links technical 
inputs and economic outputs. The elements of a business model identified by Chesbrough  (2003) 
start with value proposition, which is supported by market segment, value chain, cost structure 
and target margins, value network and competitive strategy. Chesbrough’s (2010b) perspective 
develops to the point that technology in itself has no objective value, but obtains economic value 
once it gets commercialized by the means of business model. In other words, there are many 
different business models, which can be applied for commercialization of one technology, but 
they may yield different returns. Thus, according to Chesbrough (2010b), every new technology 
has the potential value, which could be realized through perfectly suiting business model, but 
companies have many barriers to come to this perfect state of business model, which will realize 
all the potential value from the technology. At the same time, “a customer can value a technology 
according to its ability to reduce the cost of a solution to an existing problem or its ability to 
create new possibilities and solutions” (Chesbrough, 2003, p.66). 	  

According to Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010, p.14) “a business model describes the rationale of 
how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value”. This perspective on business model 
covers 4 groups of business model building blocks; customer interface, infrastructure, value 
proposition, and revenue model. These building blocks include 9 interconnected elements. A 
specific “customer segment” (1) is the target for creating and delivering certain “value 
proposition” (2) which is embedded in certain products and services. In order to support delivery 
of value proposition company using “communication channels” (3) and creates different types of 
“customer relations” (4) with specific customer segments. The value proposition is exchanged for 
revenues, which creates “income flow” (5). “Key resources” (6) and “key activities” (7) are 
needed to make the whole business model work, and “key partners” (8) forming network of 
suppliers, subcontractors etc. are needed. Together all elements (1-8) contribute to the “cost 
structure” (9) of the business model. What concerns value, Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) imply 
that value proposition can be defined through such characteristics as novelty, function, 
customizing, problem solver, design, brand, price, cost reduction, risk reduction, availability, 
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comfort. All these characteristics take the side of what may be valuable from customer’s point of 
view.	  

All the dynamics in the area of research on business models led to the development of numerous 
definitions of business models (Klang et al., 2014). There are also tensions in literature on 
business models how researchers identify the elements or components of a business model, and 
Klang et al. (2014) find more that 100 different elements altogether proposed by different 
authors. However, Klang et al. (2014) point out that all the elements could be aligned within one 
of the three groups of building blocks: internal artifacts, relational mechanisms and external 
stakeholders. Internal artifacts are basic functions which are inside the company and do not 
directly influence relations with external stakeholders; they can be represented in activities or 
resources and leveraged through embedding into product or service. Relational mechanisms 
represent relations between company and external stakeholders. External stakeholders exist 
beyond the boundaries of the firm and include customers, partners, suppliers and even 
competitors. Klang et al. (2014)	  

All in all, there are various definitions of business models. It can be noticed from table 2.1 that 
many scholars in the field emphasize value and especially value creation and capturing processes 
in business model, and some authors also include value delivering into their explanations. All the 
considered definitions in one or another way imply that business model describes the logic of a 
company. As it was also pointed out, it is important to separate business model from business 
strategy as strategy refers to the choice of business model. The business model also has an impact 
on managers’ decision-making process by creating a cognitive filter. Looking at the most 
recognized business models it can be noticed that they are not much alike as they have different 
level of abstraction and they have different points of emphasis by using different building blocks 
and interconnections between them. However, Klang et al. (2014) manage to group the building 
blocks into internal artifacts, relational mechanism and external stakeholders. 	  

2.3 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 
In order to fulfill our purpose, in this subchapter we are developing an analytical framework 
which connects customer value theory and business model research. The framework is designed 
for B2B context and takes into account important parts from the reviewed business model 
approaches to finally end up with a revised business model, which will be used as the framework 
for our data collection and analysis. At the end of this subchapter analytical framework is 
finalized.	  

2.3.1 CUSTOMER VALUE IN B2B CONTEXT 
In the review of customer value we discussed that the underlying criteria for customer value 
formation process are connected by scholars to customer characteristics (Bolton & Drew, 1991), 
specific use situation (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; Woodruff, 1997), customer values and goals 
(Flint et al., 1997; Lingreen & Wynstra, 2005) where they are leading decision making and 
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defining value proposition assessment. At the same time, in B2B context a supplier’s value 
proposition is offered to a customer who also has own business model and own customers.	  

In the review of business model we noticed that decision-making process is based on a cognitive 
filter, which is formed by the company’s business model (Richardsson, 2008; Chesbrough, 
2010b). As it also was pointed out, different resources are needed to make the business model 
function; therefore the business model could also be seen as the specific use-situation. Further, 
the characteristics with goals and values of a company usually are reflected in the business 
strategy, which, as it was also discussed, had a strong connection to the business model. All these 
points lead to the idea that in B2B context customer’s business model may be the underlying 
criteria which has an impact on customer value and how a customer will perceive the value 
proposition. 	  

Certain reflections on this idea could be found in the research on business model innovation, for 
instance, from supplier’s perspective Payne et al. (2007) point out that in a service dominant 
logic, “creating value for the customer begins with an understanding of the customer’s value-
creating processes” (Payne et al., 2007, p.88). To understand the customer’s value-creating 
processes could imply that customer’s business model need to be looked into. This could be 
concluded as one crucial part of business model describes how companies creates value, it means 
that to understand the customers value-creating processes is the same thing as understanding the 
customers business model. Payne et al.  (2007, p.87) also make the point that “the importance of 
recognizing customer processes rests with the need to develop a full understanding of where a 
supplier’s offering fits within the customer’s overall activities.” Thus, it is also needed to take 
into account where the value proposition fits in the customer’s business model to fully understand 
customer value.	  

All in all, from integrating customer value and business model theories in B2B context it 
becomes evident that customer’s business model may define customer value in such a way that it 
underlies customer value proposition assessment and, hence, overall customer value formation 
process as it is illustrated in figure 2.3 in the subchapter on customer value. For the initial step in 
business model innovation it implies that companies need to look into customer’s business 
model. This may help to understand what underlies customer value rather than simply mapping it, 
which can be further used for creating a strong value proposition for specific customers or 
customer segments. 	  

However, the principles of customer’s business model influence still remain unclear as the main 
connection between customer value and business model relies on values, goals and strategy that 
are too abstract, while business model as use situation is quite a vague interpretation. With our 
study we are aiming at exploring customer value as an input in the process of business model 
innovation in B2B context, and in order to do that, we need more detailed framework, which 
depicts which components of customer’s business model we should focus on. Therefore, further 
we discuss in more detail how business models are interconnected in B2B context, develop 
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relational business model which is reflecting on the interface between supplier and customer 
business models in B2B context, and finally, we show which elements of customer’s business 
model are used further as analytical framework for exploring customer value and investigating 
how customer’s business model is underlying customer value in B2B context.	  

2.3.2 BUSINESS MODELS IN B2B CONTEXT 
As it was pointed out, in B2B context, a supplier’s value proposition is offered to a customer who 
also has own business model and own customers. At the same time, in Chesbrough and 
Rosenbloom’s (2002) business model, one of the components defines in which part of the “value 
chain” of the whole industry the company creates and captures value in order to understand who 
is partner and who is customer for the company. It basically means that being partner or customer 
in B2B context is quite a relative status and depends on which part of value chain, or on which 
business model, one is focusing on. 	  

Another component that Chesbrough (2003) is using in connection to the relationships between 
companies is “value network”. After defining the broader position in the value chain and 
understanding the broad groups of partners and customers, this component describes in more 
detail how the company cooperates and competes in the value network which consists of concrete 
suppliers, customers, and, as well, complements and competitors. Johnson et al. (2008) and 
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) have a similar idea in their approaches to business model, and 
they say that in the industrial network there are numerous key partners who bring different key 
resources and key activities into the company’s business model. 	  

It can be noticed that these two components (value chain and value network) identified by 
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) rely to a big extent on the relational mechanisms that Klang 
et al. (2014) mention as a group of business model components. The authors also talk about what 
Klang et al. (2014) refer to in the category “external stakeholder” when Chesbrough and 
Rosenbloom (2002) say that creating and capturing value includes third parties both from the 
value chain and the value network. 	  

Summarizing the points mentioned above, it is possible to put business model in a B2B context 
as it is shown in table 2.2 below. In such an interpretation it is possible to see how the three main 
groups of business model components (internal artifacts, relational mechanisms and external 
stakeholders) identified by Klang et al. (2014) interact. As well, it can be noticed that in B2B 
identifying external stakeholders and internal components is relative to the taken perspective of 
particular company and its business model (see rows 3 and 4 in table 2.2), which reflects on the 
relativity of company’s position within industrial chain depicted by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 
(2002). At the same time, such a relation between companies illustrated in table 2.2 shows 
important value related processes: value proposition is created by Company 1, delivered to 
Company 2, which represents industrial customer in this case, and it is Company 2 who is using 
and benefiting from value proposition. 	  
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Table 2.2 Interpreting B2B context through business model groups of components 

1	   Companies relation in 
B2B context 	  

	   	  
	  

	  

2	   What happens with 
value proposition	  

Creating	   Delivering	   Using	  

3	   Company 1 
perspective (business 
model 1)	  

Internal artifacts	   Relational 
mechanisms	  

Customer (external 
stakeholder)	  

4	   Company 2 
perspective (business 
model 2)	  

Partner/supplier 
(external stakeholder)	  

Relational 
mechanisms	  

Internal artifacts	  

	  

In row 1 in table 2.2 above the relationship between two companies in B2B is illustrated. 
Company 1 is a supplier, which creates value proposition and later delivers it through relational 
mechanism to company 2, which is the customer. This can be seen from two different 
perspectives. In row 3, the company 1 perspective is described where company one has the 
internal artifacts and is delivering value to a customer, which is company 2. In row 4 the 
perspective of company 2 is described where an external stakeholder (supplier) creates and 
delivers value proposition which company 2 receives and uses within own internal artifacts. As it 
can be noticed, the relational mechanism are the same no matter from which perspective the 
context is viewed as they are shared by the two companies.	  

All in all, the relationship between companies in B2B context means interaction between 
business models as business models are characteristic for any business, and both supplier and 
customer have their own business models. As it was already mentioned, there are numerous 
approaches to defining business model itself and its elements and interconnection between them 
(Klang et al., 2014). However, all the definitions are either company or network centric, and the 
interface between two business models of supplier and industrial customer is not clearly 
described by them. At the same time, it is a typical relationship in B2B context and is of interest 
in our research as it covers creation, delivery and using of value proposition. In its turn, these 
processes are important for customer value formation as customer’s business model may be 
underlying value proposition assessment. However, in table 2.2 above only main groups of 
business model components (internal artifacts, relational mechanisms and external stakeholders) 
are shown as they are identified by Klang et al. (2014). In order to be able to explore customer 
value as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B context and understand how 
it may differ between customers it is needed to specify more concrete elements, which is 

Company 1 Company 2 
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discussed in the next subchapter, as well as locate the process of value assessment within this 
business models interconnection, which is discussed in the final subchapter.	  

2.3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIONAL BUSINESS MODEL 
In order to be able to investigate the principles of how customer’s business model underlies 
perceived customer value in B2B context, such business model approach should be used that 
would reflect on relational interface between business models in B2B context as it is illustrated in 
table 2.2 above. Generally, Klang et al. (2014) point out that more understanding of relational 
mechanisms and external stakeholders is needed, and Chesbrough (2011) appeals that business 
model should reflect on the dynamics of company-customer relationship and its two way process. 
In addition to that, customer value researchers identify that there is value embedded not only in 
value proposition itself (goods and services), but also in relationships.	  

It is also needed that business model approach allowed to maintain the principle of relativity of 
business model position within value chain and value network in B2B context described by 
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002). In order to do that, the conclusion of Klang et al. (2014) 
should be taken into account that it is possible to differentiate business model components to 
internal artifacts, relational mechanisms and external stakeholders as it gives much more structure 
and clarity for business model components and allows to apply the principle of relativity of 
perspectives discussed above. 	  

With the perspective of the purpose of our research and the criteria for the needed business model 
approach from above, it is possible to reflect on the most recognized approaches to business 
models, which were presented earlier.	  

The approach of Amit and Zott (2001, 2010, 2012) gives the idea of business model as activity 
system where there is a focal firm and partners. This approach brings up the thought that there is 
certain content, structure and governance in how these activities are arranged in order to create 
value proposition. The idea of focal firm could be connected with relativity of perspectives on 
business models (see lines 2 and 3 in table 2.2 above), and depending on the choice of 
perspective, identification of focal company changes. However, the choice of components in 
Amit and Zott’s (2001, 2010, 2012) approach does not help to easily understand or map a 
business model, as it has still quite a high level of abstraction.	  

In comparison to Amit and Zott (2001, 2010, 2012), Johnson et al. (2008) name elements of 
business model with a bit more precision, but the model is still quite general. The strong part is 
that the authors try to show the dynamic relational connection between the elements of business 
model and its importance for understanding value creation, delivery and capturing processes. In 
Johnson’s et al. (2008) interpretation customer value proposition is separated from the internal 
business model components. This may reflect on the issue that the way value proposition is 
delivered to the customer may be valuable to the customer too. However, there is little structural 
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clarity due to the fact that key partners who are external stakeholders are mixed with internal 
artifacts such as, for instance, key activities. 	  

What concerns the approach of Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002), which is also described in 
Chesbrough (2008), the idea that a business model defines the position in a value chain makes it 
easy to understand who is the customer and who is the supplier, and the relativity of this 
relationship if you move along the chain, which was already discussed in the previous 
subchapter. The further idea that companies can work together in alliance or network to 
complement each other’s value propositions emphasizes the opportunities to build extra strong 
value propositions through cooperation and value co-creation. However, Chesbrough (2008) 
includes competitive strategy inside the model which, following the discussion of Klang et al. 
(2014) and Richardson (2008), is a closely related to business model concept, but should not be a 
part of the business model itself. Finally, Chesbrough and Rosenbloom’s (2002) business model 
approach is not illustrative, and it makes it hard to use it as a tool for company analysis and cross 
case comparison. 	  

Business model approach of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012), or business model canvas, is the 
most used one by practitioners, and according to Klang et al. (2014), Osterwalder and Pigneur’s 
(2012) book has become a best seller in recent years. According to Zott et al. (2011), the 
ontology behind business model canvas, which was originally presented in Osterwalder (2004), 
conceptualizes and formalizes elements and relationships in business model and has been useful 
for other researchers as a framework to study different business models and their changes over 
time. Being broadly used by practitioners, proved that the level of abstraction is acceptable for 
describing the practical things, and it make this model to be closer to real life business logic. 	  

For the purpose of our research and in accordance with the previous discussion, the advantage of 
Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2012) approach is that it shows external stakeholders as elements of 
the business model (customer segment and key partners), which can be seen in figure 2.4 below. 
It also makes relational mechanisms with customer explicit through such components as 
customer relationships and channels. However, there is no attention paid to the fact that there are 
relational mechanisms facilitating relationships with key partners, as well as there is little clarity 
if key partners are put by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) as an internal artifact of the business 
model.	  
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Figure 2-4 Business model canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2012, p. 40) 

Summarizing the points, from all the considered approaches, business model canvas is the one 
that is closest to fulfill our criteria, it is less abstract and provides the most clear identification of 
business model components, and hence, it is easier to use such model for identifying use situation 
which is important for understanding customer value. Therefore, this approach is taken as the 
basis for relation centered business model approach illustrated in figure 2.5 below and described 
further. 

	  

Figure 2-5 Relational business model (Based on Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2012) 

In figure 2.5 above a transformed version of business model canvas is presented. Different colors 
are used for showing internal artifacts (blue), relational mechanisms (red) and external 
stakeholders (green) as identified by Klang et al. (2014). 	  

In comparison to business model canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012), which is shown in 
figure 2.4, within relational business model in figure 2.5 above key partners are clearly shown to 
be external stakeholders, but differing from customers, who are also external stakeholders, in that 
sense that partners have the place in the back-stage rather than front-stage part of the business 
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model. Key activities, key resources, and value proposition from Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) 
are forming the core internal artifacts of the business model in figure 2.5 above, which include 
also cost structures and revenue streams. 	  

What concerns relational mechanisms between internal artifacts and customer, they are 
represented by customer relationships and channel which is the same as in business model canvas 
of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012). However, the arrows are double sided so as to emphasize two 
way nature of relationship with external stakeholders, which corresponds the principle how 
Johnson et al. (2008) illustrates the relations between the components. In this way, network 
approach to partners advocated by Chesbrough (2010b) could be included more explicitly into 
business model. In order to illustrate relations with partners, relational mechanisms are replicated 
from the front stage. It is possible to do like that due to the relativity of business model position 
in the value chain discussed previously. This implies that in B2B context the relationship 
between partners and customers in figure 2.5 above are of a similar nature, serve for connecting 
two businesses and are shared by two business models as it is shown in table 2.2.	  

In the following subchapter main points from all the discussions above are summarized in one 
table, interrelations between them are discussed and the main points for further customer business 
model analysis are identified.	  

2.3.4 ANALYTICAL MODEL 
The purpose of our study is to explore customer value as an input in the process of business 
model innovation in B2B context, and the main focus is to understand what determines customer 
value in B2B context of O&M services in the Swedish wind energy industry. As it was discussed, 
a value proposition gets customer value after a certain cognitive assessment process (Sánchez-
Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). Different customers and customer segments may perceive 
one value proposition being of different customer value (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001) due to the 
various underlying criteria in value proposition assessment. These underlying criteria such as, 
customer characteristics (Bolton & Drew, 1991) use-situation, goals and values (Flint et al., 
1997; Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005) in B2B context can be related to customer’s business model. 
This implies that through understanding the customers business model it may be possible to 
understand what perceived customer value the value proposition will get.	  

In B2B context business models cannot be totally isolated from other companies business 
models. As it was discussed, in B2B context supplier-customer relationships could be represented 
through a connection between industrial partners’ business models. Therefore, it is important to 
explicitly include the relational mechanism between key partner and internal artifacts, especially 
for services, as both service and relationship contribute to customer value (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 
2005). 	  

In order to analyze and understand what determines customer value in O&M of Swedish wind 
energy B2B context, we are going to focus on the following O&M customer’s business model 
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components; value proposition, key resource, key activities, key partners, partner channels and 
partner relationships (see figure 2.6 below). These business model components are identified 
more specifically in accordance with relational business model developed in the previous 
subchapter and presented in figure 2.5. We assume that these are the components, which may 
play the central role in customer value formation process as they are primarily referring to what 
researchers on customer value describe as underlying criteria of customer value formation 
(customer characteristics in Bolton and Drew (1991), use-situation, goals and values Flint et al. 
(1997) and Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005)).	  	  

	  

Figure 2-6 Analytical model 

It can be noticed, that such components as cost structures and revenue streams, customer, 
customer channels and customer relationship included in relational business model (figure 2.5) 
are omitted in figure 2.6 above. According to the definitions of key resources and key activities 
that Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) propose and that we rely on in our study, these components 
cover all the necessary parts of the business model needed for value creation, delivering and 
capturing. At the same time, value proposition is created for specific needs and specific customer. 
As Johnson (2010) says, it is important to understand what the customer is trying to accomplish, 
and therefore, it is enough to understand the customers value proposition, key activities and key 
resources, especially within the study of exploratory character as this one is. 

The analytical model presented in figure 2.6 above is used further for studying what customer 
value is from customer’s business model perspective, and more specifically, from the perspective 
of business model components specified in figure 2.6 above.	  
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3 METHODOLOGY 
In this section, methodological framework of the current work is discussed which was used for 
the purpose to explore customer value as an input in the process of business model innovation in 
B2B context. First, we present the methodological choices, which were made. After that research 
design is presented which describes the flow of research and unifies all the methodological 
choices. In the end, scope of access and research ethics is discussed.	  

3.1 METHODOLOGICAL CHOICES  
Methodological choices were made based on the “research onion” model of Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill (2006) presented in figure 3.1 below. Further each level of this model is discussed 
starting with research approach consideration.	  

	  

Figure 3-1 Research methodology choices based on "research onion" model of Saunders et al. (2006) 

3.1.1 RESEARCH APPROACH 
Generally, the inductive approach is connected with drawing conclusions from pieces of evidence 
and facts where “the facts support the conclusion” (Blumberg, Cooper & Schindler, 2008, p. 26). 
This approach is best fitting for research where the theories are limited and there is a lack of 
knowledge (Saunders et al., 2006). At the same time, deductive approach is connected with the 
situation where “the reasons are said to have led to the conclusion and therefore represent 
proof” (Blumberg et al., 2008, p.25), and this approach is more focused on testing certain theories 
or hypotheses (Saunders et al., 2009). 	  

The purpose of our study is to explore customer value as an input in the process of business 
model innovation in B2B context. In specific, the problem and research questions were 
developed on the basis of a problems in O&M in wind energy industry lifted up during a meeting 
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with Gamesa Wind Sweden AB which is one of wind turbine manufacturers present on the 
Swedish market. Moreover, as it was discussed, there is no strong theory about what underlies 
customer value and how customer value is connected to customer’s business model in B2B 
context and in wind energy industry in particular. Taking all these into account, more inductive 
approach was chosen as a more suitable one in such a setting and for exploratory purpose of our 
research.	  

3.1.2 RESEARCH CHOICE AND RESEARCH STRATEGY 
Quantitative research “emphasizes quantification in the collection and analysis of data” through 
developing concepts and measuring them (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 26). At the same time, 
Gephart (2004, p. 455) points out that qualitative research “offers holistic depictions of realities 
that cannot be reduced to a few variables”. Gephart (2004) specifies that qualitative research in 
management studies enables to build an understanding of real-life actions and keep its connection 
to the context as well as to the original meanings attributed by the actors themselves and the 
setting. Even more importantly, qualitative research allows to understand the underlying 
processes behind managerial actions and decision (Gephart, 2004). All in all, while quantitative 
research aims at generalizing findings to the relevant population, in qualitative research the focus 
is more on understanding behavior, values and beliefs relative to the context in which the study is 
conducted (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 	  

In our research, the concept of customer value has the central place, and, as it was already 
discussed in theory chapter, it is strongly context dependent, as well as formation of customer 
value relies on cognitive processes of organizational actors, which results in managerial decision 
making. Moreover, it is not clear from theory what underlies customer value in B2B context and 
how it is connected to business model of customer, therefore, it is not possible to develop 
concrete concepts and measure them. Taking into account the advantages of qualitative research 
emphasized by Gephart (2004), in order to reach our purpose, which is to explore customer value 
as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B context, this research was 
conducted as a qualitative study.	  

Among all the different research strategies available in qualitative research, one of the broadly 
used ones is a case study (Gephart, 2004). According to Yin (2003, p.13), “a case study is an 
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 
especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”. The 
current research focuses on analyzing the connection between the two phenomena; customer’s 
business model and customer value. As we try to investigate customer’s business model as the 
setting for customer value formation, in this situation insights into customer’s business model are 
needed in order to understand how such context is influencing customer value. As the case study 
strategy allows researchers to get rich understanding of the context of the particular phenomena 
(Saunders et al., 2006); “the case method lends itself to early, exploratory investigations where 
the variables are still unknown and the phenomenon not at all understood” (Voss, Tsikriktsis & 
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Frohlich, 2002, p.197) and as case study allows studying phenomenon in close connection to the 
context (Yin, 2003), that is why case study was chosen as a research strategy for this research.	  

According to Neuman (2003, p. 154), level of analysis is “the level of social reality to which 
theoretical explanations refer”. For the purpose of this study, company level of analysis was 
used, as industrial customers are companies in themselves who form the perceptions of customer 
value. 	  

According to Blumberg et al. (2008, p. 376), single case studies are suitable for “investigating 
extreme or unique cases”. At the same time, a multiple case design allows to get robust findings 
due to the ability to replicate predicted similarities or differences due to predicted reasons across 
the selected cases (Yin, 2003; Eisenhardt, 1989; Voss et al., 2002). Taking into account the 
purpose and research questions of our study, both similarities and differences need to be 
identified across various cases in order to see what determines customer value and how and why 
customer value differs across O&M customers in wind energy industry in Sweden. For instance, 
the situation that prior to empirical study we expected that customers’ business models might be 
determining customer value in each case requires finding similarities across cases that customer 
business model is influencing customer value formation. At the same time, the research question 
How and why does customer value differ among customers of O&M in wind energy industry in 
Sweden? implies that differences across cases need to be investigated. Therefore, multiple case 
study design was used as the most suitable for the purpose of our research.	  

3.1.2.1 Cases selection 
As Eisenhardt (1989, p. 537) points out, case selection may be aiming “to fill theoretical 
categories and provide examples of polar types”. Similarly, Voss et al. (2002) and Yin (2003) say 
that in a multiple case study the reason behind case selection may be that cases are expected to 
produce different results due to predictable reasons.	  

According to Yin (2003), two case studies are sufficient for showing repeating nature of 
phenomenon in accordance with the principles of literal replication, and for the current study it 
implies that 2 cases of industrial customers would be enough to explore what determines 
customer value in B2B context. 	  

At the same time, for studying all the differences in customer value perceptions in wind energy 
industry in Sweden, all the O&M customers with different business models would need to be 
identified and investigated. At the same time, multiple case studies are expensive and time-
consuming (Yin, 2003) and it is possible to study only limited amount of cases simultaneously 
(Pettigrew, 1990). As our study is of exploratory character, therefore, the selection of case 
companies was based on customer grouping, and in this way, the number of cases was narrowed 
down to the amount of identified customer groups. For each identified group, one representing 
case was selected, and these cases were considered as potentially perceiving customer value 
differently due to differences in their business models. It is discussed further which customer 
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groups were identified, how they were identified and which corresponding case companies are 
used in this research.	  

3.1.2.1.1 Customer grouping 
In order to fulfill O&M customer grouping in wind energy industry in Sweden, two sources were 
used as starting point in the preparatory phase of this research project: point of view of Gamesa 
Wind AB and secondary data from Vindlov.se about owners of wind turbines. Final verification 
of customer grouping was done at the meeting with Ecopower Academy, which acts as a wind 
energy industry consultant and has deep insights into the context.	  

A workshop with Gamesa Wind Sweden AB was a part of the research project “Business model 
innovation: A case study of maintenance services for the wind power industry” at Halmstad 
University. Gamesa Wind Sweden AB divides wind turbine customers into four groups; basic 
industries, energy companies, investors and farmers.	  

The secondary data received from Vindlov.se showed 407 owners of 1701 turbines, which is 
more than 70% of Sweden’s accumulated number of wind turbines in 2013. Information about 
owners included name of the company, number of turbines, and the capacity of each turbine. 
After checking the company profiles and their main areas of operation, we noticed that there are 
two types of energy companies: those that provide electricity to regular consumers, and those that 
provide industries with electricity. The latter group corresponds to what Gamesa Wind Sweden 
AB identified as basic industries. 	  

Further, we paid attention that different project organizations represent a significant group of 
customers. However, Gamesa Wind Sweden AB does not include project organization as owners 
because they are not the long-term owner, as they build up parks and aim for selling them further 
as investment projects. In order to proceed further with the grouping, in figure 3.2 below we 
summarize different groups of owners identified from discussion with Gamesa Wind Sweden AB 
and the data from Vindlov.se. 	  

Based on the perspective of Ecopower Academy, O&M customer groups in figure 3.2 are 
positioned according to two following criteria: ownership commitment and O&M involvement. 
Ownership commitment correlates with how long term the perspective of the owners is in treating 
wind turbines. O&M involvement refers to how engaged in O&M activities the companies may 
be. For the case of project organizations, they have low ownership commitment as their business 
models are focused on building up and selling projects. However, many project organizations get 
involved in further consulting and operation of wind turbines that they sell. Thus, they transfer 
the ownership rights to investors or farmers, but take care of O&M for them, therefore, this type 
of organizations is placed in the top left corner in figure 3.2. At the same time, farmers and 
investors are the opposite to project organizations as they have the ownership rights, but in the 
most cases they delegate O&M to other companies which puts them into the quadrant with high 
ownership commitment and low O&M involvement. Energy companies and basic industry 
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companies have long-term ownership commitment to wind turbines. At the same time, they 
potentially may have interest, competence and involvement in O&M both in wind energy and in 
other industries.	  

	  

Figure 3-2 Positioning of wind turbine owners 

In discussions with Gamesa Wind Sweden it was pointed out that the typical group of farmers is 
gradually decreasing and could instead be categorized as investors. According to the secondary 
data from Vindlov.se most farmers have typically kW machines (turbines with less effect than 1 
MW) as they produce enough energy to the farm. However, the farmers who recently invested in 
turbines, bought bigger machines which produce a lot more energy than is needed for the farm 
which makes it possible to say that they act more as an investor. For our study, it is of importance 
to compare owners of turbines of same technology and buying O&M services for same product in 
order to find similarities and differences in customer value in relation to similar value 
proposition. Therefore, we chose to incorporate farmers and investors into one group of investors, 
as their goals are similar. 	  

Finally, our groups of customers consist of: basic industry energy companies, regular energy 
companies, investors, and project organizations. One representative was selected within each of 
identified customer groups as it is shown in table 3.1 below.	  
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Table 3.1 Identified customer groups and corresponding case companies 

Identified customer group	   Case company	  

Energy companies	   Varberg Energi AB	  

Project organizations	   Eolus Vind AB	  

Basic industry energy companies	   Vindin AB	  

Investors	   Lårstad Vindkraft AB	  

	  

It can be noticed that the grouping of O&M customers is relying much on customer grouping for 
turbine sales. Even though for O&M grouping of customers may be different, however, it is not 
broadly used in the industry in Sweden at the moment as product-selling orientation is 
dominating. At the same time, this is not critical for this research as it is exploratory and focuses 
on customer value, not on customer grouping in itself. In order to make any clearer conclusions 
about new more relevant grouping of customers in O&M further research is needed.	  

3.1.2.2 Case companies 
Further we present a brief background of each selected case company.	  

3.1.2.2.1 Varberg Energi AB 
Varberg Energimarknad AB is a part of Varberg Energi AB that is an energy and IT company 
owned by Varbergs municipality. The company consists of 98 employees and has a turnover of 
460 million SEK.  They offer electricity, district heating, natural gas, cable TV, broadband and 
Internet services. Because of their environmental interest, Varberg Energi AB is investing in 
production of renewable energy, and for the moment the company is offering renewable energy 
from wind and water. 	  

Wind energy has been important for Varberg Energi since 1991 when they built their first wind 
farm with 7 wind turbines of 225 kW. Later in 1995, they built 3 more turbines (600 kW each). 2 
additional turbines (660 kW each) were built in 1998. In 2006, 2008 and 2010 the company has 
expanded with 10 more turbines with the capacity of 2 MW each. At the moment, Varberg Energi 
have two ongoing projects where they plan to build 6 new turbines with total height of 150 meter 
on one sight, and two 3 MW turbines on the other one. 	  

All in all, wind energy is currently an important part of Varberg Engeri’s image. In total, the 
company owns 6 wind farms with 26,2 wind turbines of various sizes, and they account for 10% 
of all the electricity produced by the company. Now their goal is that one third of all the energy 
they produce should come from their own wind and waterpower production.  
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3.1.2.2.2 Eolus Vind AB 
Eolus Vind AB was founded in 1990 as one of the first commercial wind energy project 
organizations in Sweden. The company initially was developing projects for own use, but later 
the external demand grew and the company started offering ready for operation project 
development services to their customers. Up till now Eolus Vind AB has built around 420 wind 
turbines in Sweden, which is 18% of all Sweden’s wind turbines. Most of them have been sold as 
ready for operation projects. 	  

Eolus is responsible for the whole cycle of wind energy project development and operation, 
starting with choosing the suitable location for wind turbine/park, arranging land lease contracts, 
setting up turbines and managing their operation. Three main activities of Eolus include wind 
energy project development, full asset management services and consulting in developing wind 
energy projects, operating wind farms, financing and administrating. As well, for the moment 
Eolus Vind AB has 43 own wind turbines with an effect of 63 MW.  	  

3.1.2.2.3 VindIn AB 
VindIn AB was founded in 2006 by 10 high energy consuming industrial companies which 
together account for about 20 TWh, or 12% of country’s total yearly electricity consumption. For 
the moment, there are 9 owners of VindIn AB, which are presented in table 3.2 below.	  

Table 3.2 Owners of VindIn AB 

Company	   Business area(s)/ industry (-ies)	  

AGA	   Industrial gas industry	  

AkzoNobel	   Decorative paints, performance coatings and specialty chemicals	  

Billerud Korsnäs	   Forestry, pulp and paper industry	  

Holmen	   Forestry, pulp and paper industry	  

Stora Enso	   Forestry, pulp and paper industry	  

Boliden	   Mining and smelting (production of copper, zinc, lead, gold and silver)	  

Cementa	   Building materials	  

Preem	   Petrochemicals	  

LKAB 	   Mining and minerals production	  

	  

VindIn AB develops projects, builds and operates wind turbine parks in order to deliver 
renewable energy at low cost to the owner companies. For the moment, VindIn AB owns 2 parks 
with 35 wind turbines in total (2-2,3 MW capacity), which produce over 200 GWh of electricity. 
The company’s ambition is to produce 1 TWh of electricity a year before the end of 2015. 
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3.1.2.2.4 Lårstad Vindkraft 
Lårstad Vindkraft was founded in 2008. The company is responsible for operation of one 2MW 
wind turbine owned by two farmers, which are located in Boxholm, Sweden. The company has 
no employees, and it is the owners who take care of everything. 	  

3.1.3 TIME HORIZONS 
Saunders et al. (2006, p. 155) refer to cross sectional research as study of “a particular 
phenomenon (or phenomena) at a particular time” in order to identify relations or connections 
between factors, while longitudinal studies are connected by the authors with investigating 
change and development. Taking into account the purpose of our research to explore customer 
value as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B context and the analytical 
framework where we aim at looking at the connections between customer’s business model and 
customer value, cross sectional study was chosen as a more suitable approach for such a setting. 	  

3.1.4 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 
The collection of data was done during preparatory phase of research, which was connected with 
identifying customer groups in O&M in wind energy, as well as during the main phase of 
studying customer value in specific cases. Further we describe in more detail how the data was 
collected.  

3.1.4.1 Secondary data 
Secondary data is the one previously collected for some other purpose (Saunders et al., 2009). In 
the preparatory stage secondary data provided by Vindlov.se was used for customer grouping and 
cases selection. As it was discussed above, data received from Vindlov.se showed basic 
information on wind turbines ownership, size, location etc. for more than 70% of Sweden’s 
accumulated number of wind turbines in 2013.  

In the main stage of research secondary data was used for case descriptions and as the basis for 
primary data collection. The sources of secondary data about the studied companies were the 
official web sites, brochures, and official company register. 	  

3.1.4.2 Primary data  
In the preparatory phase of our research we participated in a workshop with Gamesa Wind 
Sweden which was held within the research project “Business model innovation: A case study of 
maintenance services for the wind power industry” at Halmstad University. From the side of 
Gamesa Wind Sweden two representatives (Nordic market sales manager, Nordic market O&M 
responsible) of the company were participating and shared their insights about the industry. 
During this meeting the challenges, which the wind energy industry is facing, were discussed 
with the focus on O&M activities. We had no influence on the planning or leading the workshop, 
but we had the opportunity to ask questions and participate in discussions. Additional workshop 
was held during the preparatory phase with a representative of Ecopower Academy, where we 
presented our preliminary grouping of O&M customers and had the opportunity to discuss the 
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perspective of Ecopower Academy on the issue. The summary of primary data collection during 
the preparatory phase is presented in table 3.3 below. 

Table 3.3 Workshops details 

	   Participants	   Setting and duration Contribution to 
thesis	  

Workshop 1	   Halmstad University, 4 
members of the research 
project team  
Gamesa Wind Sweden, 
Nordic market sales 
manager, Nordic market 
O&M responsible  

Face-to-face at Gamesa 
Wind Sweden office, 240 
min 

Empirical problem 
identification, 
preliminary O&M 
customers 
grouping	  	  

Workshop 2	   Halmstad University, 3 
members of the research 
project team 
Ecopower Academy, CEO  

Face-to-face at Halmstad 
University, 120 min 

Finalizing and 
verifying 
customer grouping	  

 

Discussing the main phase of the research, interviews are frequently used in case study research 
(Saunders et al., 2006). Gephart (2004, p. 458) defines interviews as situated interaction “in 
which researchers typically pose questions that respondents answer”. In this study semi-
structured interviews were used for primary data collection as this technique allows to catch 
thoughts around the discussed issues and to let the interviewees show their views (Morgan, 
1996). According to Bryman and Bell (2007) semi-structured interviews are based on interview 
guide (list of questions), which covers the main topics of the planned discussion. However, it is 
not needed to follow the structure strictly, and some additional questions might be asked as new 
points become lifted up during the interview, and therefore, the approach can be viewed as quite 
flexible (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Below we present the details about the interviews, which were 
fulfilled, and after that we discuss the interview guides, which were used.	  

Our semi-structured interviews were fulfilled with representatives from each selected case 
company. In table 3.4 interviewees are presented, as well as further details about the interviews 
(setting and duration). 
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Table 3.4 Interview details 

Case company	   Interviewee position	   Setting and duration	  

Varberg Energimarknad 
AB	  

Former head of energy business unit. Now 
head of project development	  

Face-to-face at Varberg 
Energi AB office, 120 min	  

Eolus	   Operation engineer	   Face-to-face at Eolus Vind 
AB office, 90 min 	  

Vindin	   Head of Operation and service and 
maintenance, board member and project 
responsible	  

Skype (video call), 55 min	  

Lårstad Vindkraft AB	   Owner of the company, wind projects 
accounting consultant	  

Phone, 20 min	  

	  

As it can be noticed in table 3.4 above, in Eolus Vind case he interviewee is in the position where 
there is probably lack of strategic perspective. However, this is not considered problematic within 
the frames of this research, as we need the insights into the current key activities, resources and 
value proposition of O&M customer in wind energy industry. As this interviewee is working with 
O&M of wind turbines on a daily basis, he has the needed information and perspective.	  

As well it can be noticed that interviews were of different duration, which was cause, by different 
time availability of the interviewees, the complexity of the case companies business models and 
involvement in O&M. The limitation of available time had naturally impact on the discussions, 
too. We needed to cover all the topics, and had sometimes to omit too much detail. As it is hard 
to find a farmer that has turbine with the capacity of more than 1 MW, time for and interest in 
being interviewed, we had to be satisfied with 20 min phone conversation as our time schedule 
did not allow us to search further for another farmer/investor. At the same time, their company is 
the smallest and business model is the simplest in how they manage O&M, therefore, it was 
enough time to cover main points.	  

Questions from interview guides were asked within the flow of interview in a varied order. In the 
case of VindIn AB, questions were sent in advance due to the limitation of available time of the 
interviewee. Discussions during earlier interviews influenced later ones in such a way that it 
provided us with case specific examples and analogies. 	  

During the interviews the discussions were held in Swedish, which is the native language for all 
the interviewees. All the interviews were audio recorded, transcribed and later translated into 
English by the Swedish-speaking researcher in order to avoid any misinterpretations. Audio 
recording helped to eliminate the risk of missing any answer. The data collected through 
interviews was further used for industry and case descriptions and analysis of customer value.	  
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3.1.4.2.1 Interview guides 
The interview guides were developed based on our analytical model shown in figure 3.3 below in 
order to understand parts of customers’ business models. As well, the questions were formulated 
in such a way so as to stimulate interviewees to talk about what is valuable for their companies in 
connection to O&M service in wind energy industry. The idea from different scholars in 
customer value (Flint et al., 1997, Woodruff, 1997) and in O&M (Takata et al., 2004) is that 
customer value changes over time; therefore, the interview guides also include questions that 
refer to past, present and future. 	  

	  

Figure 3-3 Analytical model 

As it is important that the researcher is familiar with the setting, which the interviewee works in 
(Bryman & Bell, 2007), secondary data about the cases was collected before interviews were 
conducted. The interview guides were connected to each company’s context to be more practice 
oriented, less abstract, and hence, more comprehensible for the interviewees. The interview 
guides for each interview are presented in Appendixes 1-4. 	  

3.1.5 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
Generally, inductive analytical approach is used to develop theory rather than test it, and it allows 
researchers to investigate a phenomenon outside the theoretical framework (Bryman & Bell, 
2007). Therefore, the analysis of the data was fulfilled inductively so as other important findings 
and categories were found that were not included in the theoretical framework (Bryman & Bell, 
2007).	  

According to Bryman and Bell (2007) it may be challenging to analyze the empirical data in 
qualitative studies because the richness of data makes it difficult to find analytical patterns and 
generalizations. In order to proceed with analysis, after the data is transcribed, it needs to be 
coded, compared, explored and tested to become theory (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 	  

Coding means that the empirical data is allocated into components and is given labels to (Bryman 
& Bell, 2007). The component should have potential significance to the theoretical framework 
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(Bryman & Bell, 2007). In the process of component analysis, category/ies is the outcome from 
constant comparison, hypotheses is the outcome from the step of exploring relationships between 
categories, and theory is the outcome of testing hypotheses as well as collection and analysis of 
data in other settings (Bryman & Bell, 2007).	  

After the interview recordings were transcribed, different components emerged from the raw 
empirical data processing. Grouping of components within each case was primarily done based 
on constant comparison to the theoretically derived categories (e.g. business model components 
in analytical model and two groups of customer value - customer value of services and customer 
value of relationship). This process allows the researcher to compare phenomena within a certain 
category so that the theoretical elaboration could later emerge (Bryman & Bell, 2007). In the first 
column in table 3.5 below an example of Value proposition category and the corresponding 
components, which were identified, is shown. As a result of these processes, case descriptions 
were formed, and customer value was summarized for each case, which is presented in Chapter 5.	  

In cross case analysis we started with comparison of theoretical categories (business model 
components) by each empirically derived component. We used various matrixes for comparing 
the cases as shown in example in table 3.5 below. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Chapter 6.1. Further, we proceeded with cross case comparison of customer value and analyzed 
the patterns in how customer value differences are related to business model differences, which is 
discussed in Chapter 6.2. These relationships were explored in order to identify the factors 
influencing customer value in the studied cases and to further build hypotheses (Bryman & Bell, 
2007) about underlying criteria of customer value in O&M in the Swedish wind energy industry 
and in B2B context. The results of this analysis are discussed in Chapter 6.3, as well as related to 
broader theoretical findings of other researchers on customer value and business models.  	  

Table 3.5 Example of theoretical category and empirical components (extract from table 6.1) 

Value Proposition	   Varberg 
Energi	  

VindIn	   Eolus 
Vind	  

Lårstad 
Vindkraft	  

Electricity to the market	   X	   X	   X	   X	  

Management of wind turbine operation	   	   	   X	   	  

	  

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN  
To sum up all the methodological choices and flow, step-by-step research design is discussed 
below. Overall, the two phases could be identified in the flow of our research project: preparatory 
and main ones.  

In the preparatory stage we identified the empirical problem in wind energy industry and 
finalized it through studying the respective literature; collection of secondary and primary data in 
this phase was focused on the forming customer groups for further case selection. As it was 
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already mentioned, the study was initiated by the meeting with Gamesa Wind Sweden which is 
one of wind turbine manufacturers in Swedish wind energy industry. During this meeting 
practical challenges in O&M in wind energy industry in Sweden were pointed out, as well as the 
company’s perspective on customer grouping was presented. Further, we studied the industry, 
collected secondary data about wind turbine owners and worked with customer grouping. At the 
meeting with Ecopower Academy we verified the ideas and finalized our customer grouping in 
order to study how and why customer value differs among customers of O&M in wind energy 
industry in Sweden. At the same time, as this thesis is a part of the project “Business model 
innovation: A case study of maintenance services for the wind power industry” and it aims to 
contribute to the development of innovative business model for O&M in wind energy industry in 
Sweden, we started with reviewing literature on business model innovation. Identification of 
customer value as initial step in business model innovation was distinguished, related to practical 
industry challenges and studied further. After theoretical framework was finalized and customer 
grouping was fulfilled, we moved to the main phase of our research. 

In the main phase we focused on exploring how and why customer value differences in O&M in 
wind energy industry in Sweden. Therefore, in this phase the companies specified earlier were 
contacted, customized interview guides created, and interviews conducted according to how it is 
described earlier in this chapter. In the end, analysis of the collected data was fulfilled and the 
conclusions presented in chapter 7 were drawn. 	  

3.3 TRUSTWORTHINESS  
According to Bryman and Bell (2011), in order to ensure quality of research in qualitative 
studies, it is important to build trustworthiness through such criteria as credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability. 	  

Credibility is referred to by Shenton (2004) as the level how congruent the findings are with 
reality. In our research we to adopt the strategies of research, data collection and analysis that are 
utilized in the field if business studies which is one of the methods to establish credibility 
according to Shenton (2004). Moreover, finalized case descriptions were sent to interviewees for 
checking if our impressions and interpretations were in line with the perspective the the 
participants which goes in hand what Bryman and Bell (2011) propose as methods for ensuring 
credibility. As well, presentation of detailed business model descriptions is aimed at representing 
the actual situation that was investigated for customer value, as well as the final finding were 
compared with previous research findings, which all is contributing to building credibility, too 
(Shenton, 2004).	  

Transferability is described by Bryman and Bell (2011) and Shenton (2004) as the applicability 
of the findings in the same situation over time or in other situations. As it was discussed in 
theoretical framework, customer value in itself is highly context dependent, which may impose 
difficulties on transferability of results. At the same time, it should be possible to transfer the 
results for customer value criteria in O&M of wind turbines across the whole wind energy 
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industry in Sweden at the moment of study, even though over time the identified criteria can 
change due to the changing nature of customer value (Woodruff, 1997; Flint et al., 1997). At the 
same time, the results about underlying character of business model components in customer 
value formation are more probable to hold across different situation and over time in B2B 
context, as O&M in wind energy in Sweden is a typical case of such industrial context.	  

Dependability is about the issue of how reliable research work is (Shenton, 2004; Bryman & 
Bell, 2011). In order to ensure dependability of our research, we tried to be as transparent as 
possible in our data collection and analysis procedures and reflective in evaluating how effective 
the undertake procedures were. Complete records were kept of customer groupings and case 
companies selection, as well as of interview recordings and transcripts which were open for 
reviewing and auditing by peers and supervisors, which are among the methods to establish the 
merit of research in terms of dependability named by Bryman and Bell (2011) and Shenton 
(2004). 	  

Confirmability criterion of trustworthiness is associated with the level of objectivity of the 
researchers (Shenton, 2004; Bryman & Bell, 2011). In order to demonstrate that we have acted in 
good faith and made the choice of methods based on their suitability for the purpose of our 
research rather than own preferences, we tried to present in this section all out main 
methodological considerations and to reflect on the implications that they have for the results of 
the study, which is one of the way to let the reader determine confirmability of research 
according to Shenton (2004). 	  

3.4 SCOPE OF ACCESS & RESEARCH ETHICS 
In this study we had a limited access to the studied companies, which was relying on publicly 
available data and the perspective of interviewees, their experience and competences. This 
naturally has influence on how much detail it is possible to access in the data collection process, 
which implies that there are limitations in how complete the identified criteria of customer value 
are in the studied context. However, it was considered acceptable for the purposes of explorative 
study and for investigating the connection between customer value and customer business model.	  

In order to maintain research ethics, before recording the conversations, all interviewees were 
asked for permission to do that. In order to ensure research integrity and quality, transcripts and 
finalized case descriptions were sent to the interviewees for revision in order to avoid 
misinterpretations and imprecisions. 	  

During the interview some of the participants expressed the concern that some parts of the 
discussions have evaluative character of the work that their business partners do (O&M service 
providers), which should not be publicly related to certain companies as it may influence their 
image and also have impact on their partner relationship. Therefore, in order to ensure privacy of 
internal working process and intercompany relationships, it was decided to avoid referring to any 
company names of service providers in case descriptions as well as the specific wind turbine 
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brands that the studied companies own and operate as OEMs may often act as service providers. 
At the same time, keeping such information anonymous is not expected to have any influence on 
the quality and findings of the current research.	  
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4 O&M AND SWEDISH WIND ENERGY MARKET 
In this chapter we give explanations to important key concepts for the context of O&M in wind 
energy industry in Sweden such as description of wind turbine itself and of O&M activities as 
well as we present a short overview of how Swedish wind energy industry functions. All these 
influences the detailed interpretation of what customer value is in this particular context, and this 
information is important to keep in mind for further case descriptions, analysis and discussion.	  

4.1 WIND TURBINE 
A wind turbine produces energy through using the kinetic energy in wind. The wind makes the 
rotor turn which is connected to a generator through shafts and gearbox, which generates energy. 
There are three technical factors, which determine how much energy it will produce: wind speed, 
blade radius and air density (ewea.org). Wind turbines can produce energy in wind speeds 
between 3 m/s and 30 m/s, and it usually needs a wind speed of 12 m/s or more to reach 
maximum effect (www.vindkraftsbranschen.se, 2014-04-15). In winds above 30 m/s the turbine 
needs to be stopped due to the risk of damaging the machine (ewea.org). A general description of 
turbine parts is presented in figure 4.1 below.	  

	  

  

Nr. Part 
1. Blades 
2. Rotor 
3. Pitch 
4. Break 
5. Low-speed shaft 
6. Gearbox 
7. Generator 
8. Controller 
9. Anemometer 

10. Wind vane 
11. Nacelle 
12. High-speed shaft 
13. Yaw drive 
14. Yaw motor 
15. Tower 

  
Figure 4-1 Wind turbine components (cleanlineenergy.com) 
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As it was mentioned in introduction, onshore gearbox based wind turbines in 2 MW class is the 
most sold turbine today on Swedish market (Vindstat, 2014). The size in terms of rotor diameter 
and total height has increased much during the latest years (see figure 4.2 below). It can be 
noticed that the diameter of rotors has stopped growing. This is due to transportation limitations 
where Swedish roads do not allow bigger rotor blades. However, wind turbines are getting taller 
due to better wind conditions. 	  

	  

Figure 4-2 Average size of newly installed wind turbines in Sweden (Svensk vindenergi, 2013) 

The effect of wind turbines has increased during the latest years (see figure 4.3 below). And as it 
can be noticed Svensk vindenergi (2013) forecasts further development of wind turbines effect. 
In 1990s turbines had the effect of 225 kW, and during the last 25 years the effect has been 
increasing with a factor of 10. 	  

	  

Figure 4-3 Average effect of newly installed wind turbines in Sweden (Svensk vindenergi, 2013) 
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4.2 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WIND TURBINE 
According to Bertling Tjernberg and Wennerhag (2012, p.16), “operation and maintenance 
provide means to impact on the failure rate of components and outage time in event of a failure”. 
Overall, for technical activities all the components in a wind turbine are accessed by going up the 
tower, except switchgear and power conversion equipment. Therefore, two persons crews are 
required because of safety issues (Walford, 2006) as a nacelle could be 100 meter above ground 
in a normal 2 MW turbine. Walford (2006) says that there is also a limitation of space inside the 
nacelle, which makes the work more difficult, and that weather can make the working conditions 
very extreme with high or low temperatures and a tower that oscillating because of the wind. For 
work outside the nacelle, for instance if a blade gets damaged, the technicians need to use safety 
harness and lanyard (Walford, 2006).	  

4.2.1 OPERATION 
For the case of wind energy industry, operation refers to day-to-day project running such as, for 
instance, scheduling site personnel, monitoring turbine operation through a Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system or condition monitoring systems (CMS), responding to 
turbine fault events, administration of various agreements etc. (Walford, 2006). The SCADA 
system works as a remote control, which allows the operator to start, stop and reset individual 
turbines off site. SCADA sometimes also allows the operator to control the power, which is 
generated by the turbine. (Walford, 2006). Most of the OEMs have different user levels in their 
SCADA system, which allow different levels of access and control. One level might be to only 
monitor the wind and production, another level can be to be able to stop and reset the wind 
turbine, and with even more access it is possible to control the turbines settings i.e. blade angle.	  

Further operations also include coordination of sub-suppliers, inventory management, 
administration of power purchasing agreements, submitting and tracing warranty claims and 
making technical and work environment inspections. Technical inspection are made to follow up 
the condition of the turbine and work environment inspections are to insure the safety for the 
technicians, i.e. check if the lift inside the tower is secure. Operations have also the role to 
communicate with government, and create periodic reports of status of wind turbine and 
performance data. The cost for operations depends on the size of the wind farm, and the assigned 
task that is included in operations in the specific contract. The cost however, needs to cover the 
operator’s office overhead cost, facilities, and personnel. (Walford, 2006).	  

4.2.2 MAINTENANCE 
The common view on maintenance services is that “the objective of maintenance is to preserve 
the condition of products so as to fulfill their required functions throughout their life cycle” 
(Takata et al., 2004, p. 2). From the perspective of the life cycle of a durable product, Takata et 
al., (2004) mention that the role of maintenance changes due to changes in product condition, as 
well as changing needs of customers and society over time; all these will create a gap between 
required and realized function of the product.	  
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In figure 4.4 Takata et al. (2004) present the changes in needed maintenance activities over time 
following product lifecycle starting with improvement, then preventive maintenance, breakdown 
maintenance and upgrade. 	  

	  

Figure 4-4 Maintenance activities (Takata et al., 2004, p. 3) 

Overall, as it is reflected in figure 4.4, in order to be able to manage maintenance in an efficient 
way, Takata et al. (2004, p.3) suggest that the maintenance strategy needs to adapt to “various 
changes in the required functions, in the operating environment, in the operating conditions and 
in the product itself”. Adding this point to the discussion around product lifetime, the case of 
durable goods may be of much interest as the changes in needs and conditions to which refer 
Takata et al. (2004) may change significantly during a longer period of time. Further each kind of 
maintenance activities from figure 4.4 is shortly discussed.	  

4.2.2.1.1 Improvement 
The improvements that are shown in figure 4.4, could be connected to adjustments of different 
settings in order to adjust everything to the specific environment at the site. 	  

4.2.2.1.2 Preventive maintenance 
Normally maintenance in wind energy includes scheduled maintenance, which is done to prevent 
failures and unscheduled maintenance, which is aimed to fix failures (Walford, 2006), or the 
same types of maintenance are referred to as preventive and corrective maintenance by Nilsson 
and Bertling (2006). 	  

According to Nilsson and Bertling (2006), preventive maintenance in wind energy is connected 
with such activities as, for instance, lubrication, tightening bolts, changing filters, and checking 
safety equipment etc. The goal is to replace components, which have shorter predicted life than 
the overall product (Walford, 2006). All preventive maintenance activities are described in 
maintenance books, and costs for this maintenance are predictable (Walford, 2006). As well, 
preventive maintenance may include condition-based maintenance in accordance with the data 
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received and analyzed from SCADA and CMS systems (Nilsson & Bertling, 2006). Currently 
OEMs use time-based maintenance which means that each part has a predicted life time and 
needs to be exchanged after a certain time frame, which has demonstrated to be not the best 
maintenance practice because parts are exchanged after for instance 6 months even though the 
turbine only was running 50% of that time due to the lack of wind. Therefore, the trend is 
changing in the industry towards a condition-based maintenance (CBM) approach or opportunity-
based maintenance (Bertling Tjernberg & Wennerhag, 2012). With an opportunity-based 
maintenance approach the scheduling takes into consideration the wind, and try to make the 
maintenance during times where the loses of produced energy are minimized. 	  

4.2.2.1.3 Breakdown/corrective maintenance 
Unfortunately, when the turbines gets out-of-warranty the operators get typically access to more 
limited SCADA and CMS datasets (Bertling Tjernberg & Wennerhag, 2012) if the O&M is not 
done by OEM. Because of this, “onshore O&M is very heavily dominated by breakdown repair 
(corrective), because operators are unable to view online data in a timely way and plan to 
mitigate deteriorating faults.” (Bertling Tjernberg & Wennerhag, 2012, p. 22). 	  

Corrective maintenance is connected with diagnosis and replacement or reparation activities 
(Walford, 2006). In connection to corrective maintenance, Bertling Tjernberg and Wennerhag 
(2012) describe the most common failures in turbines of various age which needs corrective 
maintenance. Most breakdowns occur because of the electrical system such as converters, 
switchgear and generators, and secondly, in components in the rotor module (Bertling Tjernberg 
& Wennerhag, 2012). The minor breakdowns, which could be associated with sensors, actuators 
or control components, can sometimes require technical support. Even though it is easy and fast 
to repair, it becomes costly because of travel expenses and personnel costs and losses of produced 
energy (Walford, 2006). The gearbox on the other hand have a low failure rate, but the cost of 
correcting this sort of failure is usually much higher (Bertling Tjernberg & Wennerhag, 2012). 
This kind of breakdown requires cranes to dismantle the drivetrain, and provide the technicians 
with spare-parts and tools. The crane, which is needed to change gearbox in a new 120-meter tall 
wind turbine, needs 40 trucks to be transported and there is a limited amount of these cranes in 
Sweden, which means if a gearbox breaks it, can take several month to fix it due to logistics 
problems. This kind of maintenance is also more weather and wind dependent. (Walford, 2006). 
Bertling Tjernberg and Wennerhag (2012) also emphasize that maintenance gets more 
problematic due to up scaling of wind turbines (see figure 4.2 above). 	  

4.2.2.1.4 Upgrading maintenance 
Upgrading maintenance could be connected with installing a SCADA system on an old turbine, 
or somehow improving the original performance of the turbine. However, upgrading the effect of 
turbines seems to be very rare because it has been better from a financial perspective to build a 
new more efficient turbine than upgrade an old one. 
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4.3 SWEDEN’S WIND ENERGY O&M SERVICES MARKET 
Until recently it has been the manufacturers market as there has been higher demand than the 
manufacturers managed to satisfy. Because of this, the manufacturers has been able to dictate the 
rules in all the phases of a wind energy project which includes designing, planning, installation, 
operation and decommissioning or repowering (Walford, 2006), and the customers have 
experienced that OEMs think it is their wind turbines. Due to Sweden’s strict regulations 
concerning the level of sounds and shades, this has been the determining factor when choosing 
wind turbines for farms located close to society and the O&M service solution has been lower 
priority. 	  

After warranty expires wind turbine owners can choose to sign new contracts “to get the job 
done” with service providers which can be OEM or ISP. However, the market of ISPs has been 
underdeveloped, and therefore, insurance companies have not been willing to insure wind 
turbines with ISP for an acceptable cost for the customers, and without insurance the risk is too 
high due to the enormous cost of changing, for instance, a broken gearbox. There are different 
reasons why the ISPs market is underdeveloped, but one of the main reasons is that OEMs have 
managed to lock in their customers through keeping needed competence and information for 
themselves, as well as access to spare parts where for the newer turbines the secondary market 
has not developed either. As OEMs prioritize new machines, ISPs have been taking care 
primarily of older machines. But this situation is about to change which means that customers 
start to get more bargaining power in procurements. 	  

To sign a good service contracts is vital to get good O&M service. According to the founder of 
Ecopower Academy it is normally up to the customer to say what should be included in the O&M 
contracts. But for those customers with none or little experience of wind turbines it is 
challenging, as they do not know what protections should be included which leads sometimes to 
non-sufficient service contracts. On the other hand, there are some customers that have been 
investing in wind energy or similar O&M demanding products, and they know exactly what to 
include in the contract. However, in the initial discussion with Gamesa Wind Sweden it was 
obvious that O&M contracts are currently quite homogenous even though the customer might 
differ.
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5 CASE DESCRIPTIONS 
In this chapter we present each case within the structure of our analytical model (figure 5.1). For 
each component more detailed empirical headings emerged through analyzing the data. At the 
end of each case customer value of O&M services and customer value of relationships are 
presented and then summarized in relation to our theoretical framework.	  

	  

Figure 5-1 Analytical model 

5.1 VARBERG ENERGI AB 
Varberg Energi is owned by and located in Varbergs municipally. They have different units 
which offers grid- and broadband infrastructure development, construction and energy to local 
customers. Within energy unit both electricity and heating are included. For electricity production 
Varberg Energi owns and runs hydro plants and wind parks. It is important for the company’s 
image to have locally produced environmentally friendly electricity. Therefore, the company has 
the goal to be producing one third of all sold by them electrical energy from renewable resources 
(water and wind). 	  

5.1.1 BUSINESS MODEL COMPONENTS  
Varberg Energi different business model components related to wind energy will be presented 
further in following structure; Value Proposition, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partners, 
Partner Relationship, and Partner Channels.	  

5.1.1.1 Value Proposition 
As an energy company, Varberg Energi offers own electrical energy produced locally from 
renewable wind sources.  
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5.1.1.2 Key Resources 
Varbergs Energi needs several key resources to create their locally produced wind energy. The 
key resources are wind turbines, staff, competence (operational, technical, administrative, 
industrial) and broad network. Further is a more detailed description of key resource.	  

5.1.1.2.1 Wind turbines 
Varberg Energi AB has gradually built turbines since year 1991. Today, they own 26.2 turbines 
of various models and brands (4-5 manufacturers) and which are in different stages in the life 
cycle. They have smaller turbines 225 kW and 660 kW, which they maintain themselves, and 
bigger ones up to 2MW. 	  

5.1.1.2.2 Staff 
Within the organization Varberg Energi has two technicians working with maintenance of old 
turbines and hydropower. These technicians are also inspecting new wind turbines. Varberg 
Energi has one operational engineer, which is coordinating, following up service providers’ 
activities, and monitoring all the company’s energy production, including hydropower. Staff from 
other parts of the organization is also used when their workload is low which makes the company 
very responsive and flexible. 	  

5.1.1.2.3 Competence 
Due to building up and operating older and smaller turbines, the company has deep technical 
competence and understanding of this type of machines.  As well, they have long experience in 
O&M in other energy units (hydro plants, heating systems, gas pipelines) and in grid and 
telecommunications networks, which is contributing to the companies understanding and insights 
into O&M in different industries. 	  

5.1.1.2.4 Network 
As Varbergs Energi has been on the wind energy market since the beginning of 1990s, they have 
managed to build a strong and broad professional network within the industry which includes 
people who work at OEMs, ISPs, parts manufacturers, various project organizations and other 
wind turbine owners. This network is useful to quickly find spare parts to older turbines and in 
that way minimize the downtime and production losses. 	  

5.1.1.3 Key Activities 
The key activities that Varberg Energi is doing in connection to wind energy include could be 
grouped under activities related to [Monitoring and controlling, following up O&M, inspecting 
(technical, safety), maintaining, administering], which are presented further.	  

5.1.1.3.1 Monitoring and controlling 
Varberg Energi is monitoring turbines several times a day through SCADA system. In some 
cases the company can reset the turbines from their monitoring system in the headquarters if the 
turbine is standing still because of a error in the digital system.	  
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5.1.1.3.2 Following up O&M 
Varberg Energi is controlling that wind turbines are in operation and that any faults and 
breakdowns are addressed and fixed as fast as possible by service providers in order to ensure 
high level of time based and production based availability. This involves contacting service 
providers on urgent issues and communicating with them for planning maintenance activities.	  

5.1.1.3.3 Inspecting 
In order to get as much as possible from wind turbines, Varberg Energi AB is regularly 
inspecting bigger and newer turbines (>660kW) to control the quality of maintenance work of 
service providers through technical personnel visits at the sites at least every other month. 	  

5.1.1.3.4 Maintaining 
Varberg Energi also does maintenance and operation of smaller and older turbines. The company 
does preventive and breakdown maintenance and is managing spare parts supplies. Varberg 
Energi uses their employees from other business units to maintain old turbines when the other 
facilities do not need attention. For instance, during summer time when the heating systems are 
not used they use their personnel to maintain old wind turbines.	  

5.1.1.3.5 Administrating 
Finally, administration and accounting of wind turbines is done by the company too, as well as 
they are making monthly reports for wind turbines which are owned by other investors and are 
under operation of Varberg Energi AB. In this reports there is data, which explains the status of 
the turbine, how much it has produced, the economical results and what has been done. 	  

5.1.1.4 Key Partners 
It is possible to point out three main groups of partners that Varberg Energi have; O&M partners 
(OEM and ISP), co-ownership partners, and value co-creation partners. Further these key partners 
are presented in more detail.	  

5.1.1.4.1 O&M partners 
When it comes to O&M of newer wind turbines, which is less than 12 years old, Varberg Energi 
have two kinds of partners, OEM and ISP. Those turbines, which are within full service contracts 
are usually maintained by OEM while those turbines, which are not, get corrective maintenance 
from ISP. Service providers in this case have the technical competence, access to spare parts and 
organizational capacities which Varberg Energi AB is not having to do service in house.	  

5.1.1.4.2 Co-ownership partners 
In some of wind farms they share ownership with other investors. Varberg Energi is co-owner 
with, for example, small industry companies, real estate companies, private investors, and 
landowners. These actors are investing because of environmental or/and financial reasons. 
However, typically these co-owners do not have high competence and/or organizations strength 
that can take care of O&M issues. Through operating larger scale of wind turbine fleet than 
Varberg Energi owns the company is sharing costs of operation and coordination with co-
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ownership partners and due to economies of scale is pushing down these costs per kWh in 
comparison to what they would have with smaller scale of only own turbines.  	  

5.1.1.4.3 Value co-creation partners 
Varberg Energi has a lot of different partners, which are co-creating value through cooperating 
and sharing resources. For instance, the company share emergency standby with one of the 
competitors on grid market. Having experience in such sort of relationships Varberg Energi sees 
opportunities in cutting cost through partnerships with grid competitors, which also adds to 
responsiveness and flexibility of the company. 	  

5.1.1.5 Partner Channels 
Some channels are needed from the key partners in order to receive the value. In the case of 
Varberg Energi it is possible to distinguish channels established with service providers and the 
ones with co-owners and value co-creators.	  

5.1.1.5.1 Channels with O&M service provider 
Varberg Energi has access to all the usual partner channels that wind turbine owners have with 
OEMs for all the turbines that they are operating. These are SCADA system, site visits by 
maintenance teams, planning meetings with service providers, monthly reports as well as they 
can use phone and email to get in touch with servicing companies. 	  

At the same time, every OEM has own SCADA system with particular data coding which is not 
always convenient to use as Varberg Energi has high diversity of fleet. Moreover, service 
providers usually do not have any direct contact or responsible person that deals with problems 
appearing in operation of wind turbines that Varberg Energi owns or operates. To solve these 
problems Varberg Energi can contact a call center where people are not always capable of giving 
the answers to the problems. As a result, the requests are forwarded within service provider’s 
organization, which takes time and decreases the efficiency of communication.	  

5.1.1.5.2 Channels with co-owners and value co-creators 
What concerns co-ownership partners and value co-creation partners, Varberg Energi has similar 
channels which include personal contacts through email, phone and meetings. For co-ownership 
partners, there are also established reporting channels.  	  

5.1.1.6 Partner Relationship 
The relationships Varberg Energi has with the key partners could be grouped in two kinds: the 
relationship with O&M service providers and the relationship with co-owners and value co-
creators. 	  

5.1.1.6.1 Partner relationship with O&M service provider 
The relationship with O&M service providers is very much regulated by service contracts. After 
the warranty period, contracts are often prolonged. In the service contracts that Varberg Energi 
signs with OEMs, they aim to have a contract which forces the OEMs to secure 97% time based 
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availability of all their newer turbines. In full service contracts OEM is also responsible for 
maintaining and organizing third party companies to inspect, for example, the lift in the tower. At 
the same time, through inspections and monthly reports Varberg Energi is following up how well 
service providers do their job.	  

5.1.1.6.2 Partner relationship with Co-owners and Value co-creators 
As Varberg Energi share ownership with other investors it is important for Varberg Energi that 
the co-owners trust their competence to let Varberg Energi be responsible for O&M. The reports 
that are sent from OEMs are transformed by Varberg Energi and customized in order to fit the co-
owners specific interest. With value co-creator partners Varberg Energi also share cost by sharing 
activities. Both this two key partners can be categorized as value co-creation relationships. 	  

5.1.2 CUSTOMER VALUE 
Different topics emerged from the empirical data, which is related to customer value. Further 
customer value of O&M services and relationships will be presented and later also related to 
customer value theory. 

5.1.2.1 Customer value of O&M services  
5.1.2.1.1 Contract 
The service contracts are regulating what service provider is supposed to do and limits for lowest 
availability. The Availability is measured in time, but Varberg Energi would like to change 
approach to opportunity-based maintenance as they see that it would increase the total energy 
production.	  

Due to the knowledge and insights into the industry as a key resource and willingness to reduce 
costs of the produced electricity, Varberg Energi wants constantly improving solutions in O&M. 
They have been involved into wind energy industry for a long time, Varberg Energi has 
understanding of the state of the market and that the market of O&M services is not mature and 
there is a lot of potential for new solutions development. Therefore, prefers Varberg Energi short 
service contracts, which provides flexibility and allows to reconsidered them each time when the 
new contract is signed. 	  

5.1.2.1.2 SCADA system 
It is valuable for Varberg Energi to be able to have different user levels of the SCADA system to 
let individual co-owner have an overview of only their turbines, but without having the ability to 
control the turbine while Varberg Energi should have controlling option. 	  

Moreover, customer value for Varberg Energi could be in the offer making it possible to monitor 
and operate all turbines from one platform. This is connected to the situation that such key 
resource as wind turbines under operation is characterized by high level of diversity of fleet in 
terms of the various sizes, brands and ages of wind turbines. In the conditions of limited fleet size 
growth possibilities due to local focus of the company, single platform monitoring system would 
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increase unification and standardization in managing the relationship with co ownership partners 
for Varberg Energi and allow to save resources. 	  

5.1.2.1.3 Reports 
In connection to the monthly reports customization option is valuable, as Varberg Energi needs to 
create and sent own reports to the co ownership partners. This would improve the efficiency of 
Varberg Energi rework of OEMs’ monthly reports and their adjustment to each owner.	  

Here customer value of O&M services, specifically reports, could be connected to convenience 
and cost efficiency in managing the challenges connected with fleet diversity. Generally, Varberg 
Energi thinks it is a waste of their resources to rework the reports from OEM, as they could be 
improved by OEM directly. 	  

5.1.2.1.4 Education 
It is valuable for Varberg Energi to update the competence and knowledge about the newer 
generation of wind turbines. This is connected to the fact that one of the factors causing 
inequality in partner relationship with service providers could be Varberg Energi’s lack of such 
key resources as technical knowledge and competence in newer turbines. Moreover, this 
improved technical knowledge about the latest generations of wind turbines would improve the 
position of Varberg Energi as the first choice for their co-ownership partners for operating their 
turbines which is important for Varberg Energi from point of view of pushing down costs 
through taking care of larger fleet of wind turbines.	  

5.1.2.2 Customer value of relationship 
There is some trust issues in the relationship between Varberg Energi and OEMs, which lead to 
the necessity to control and follow up service provider’s responsiveness to stops and pushing 
them in the direction of Varberg Energi’s goal. Therefore has Varberg Energi built up an 
organization with key activities and key resources to make sure that the service providers what 
they are supposed to with the purpose to increase the output. 	  

To decrease the cost of the operation key activities Varberg Energi does in connection to wind 
turbines, the company increases the size of fleet that these key activities are addressing by taking 
care of ownership partners turbines and sharing costs with them. The ability to decrease own key 
activities costs through sharing costs with co-ownership partners creates customer value for 
Varberg Energi.	  

They have experienced benefits of equal relationships and value co-creation with other partners 
within wind industry when they were building up turbines and in other business units, as well as 
they have such key resource as competence and experience in O&M in other energy parts of the 
company to share and re apply in wind energy. This contributes to that Varberg Energi appreciate 
a relationship which are allow them to create value together with key partners.Overall, Varberg 
Energi experiences inequality in relationship with OEM where the service providers have power 
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over the company as they have much more technical knowledge specific to each turbine which 
gives them superiority when, for instance, shaping the service contracts. 	  

5.1.2.3 Customer value summary 
The way Varberg Energi sees customer value could be related to the following value drivers 
identified by Lapierre’s (2000); responsiveness, product customization, flexibility, technical 
competence, trust. 	  

The diverse fleet creates difficulties to create benefits from economies of scale in operation 
activities, as there are different SCADA systems for each manufacturer. To get a positive tradeoff 
between benefits and cost and get customer value (Keränen & Jalkala, 2013) Varberg Energi 
wants one SCADA platform for all different manufacturers and turbines. The use of SCADA 
system is aimed at increasing customer value of O&M service by improving the service 
providers’ responsiveness and in that way getting benefits from higher availability.	  

As they are responsible for co-owners turbines, Varberg Energi also finds customer value in what 
Lapierre (2000) refers to as product customization. They want to customize both reports and 
SCADA system to fit each co-owner’s needs.	  

As the company wants to develop their organization within O&M, they value flexibility, which 
also is a value driver that Lapierre (2000) mentions. This affects the length of the relationship but 
also what they want from their relationship with O&M service providers, or what value they want 
to create through relationship as it was mentioned by Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005). More 
technical competence (Lapierre, 2000) is also needed in the organizational development. It seems 
to be a lack of trust in the relationship with OEM, which leads to extra sacrifices by unnecessary 
following up activities.	  

Based on experiences of having other key partners than wind energy O&M service providers, 
Varberg Energi want close, direct, sharing and cooperative relationship with service providers; 
thus, the close relationship, closer to what is referred to as collaborative exchange in the 
spectrum of Day (2000), is highly valued by Varberg Energi. This kind of relationship is also 
what they want to build with co-owners. In order to create this relationship they need to be 
trusted (Lindgreen, et al, 2012) by co-owners, and therefore, competence is very important.  	  

5.2 VINDIN AB 
VindIn is an energy company, which is building, and operating wind parks. The company is 
operating in the interest of their owners. VindIn produces energy to sell it on energy spot market 
or deliver it directly to owners’ facilities. VindIn has their main office in Stockholm, but are 
developing parks in both Sweden and Finland. VindIn’s goal is to make an impact on electricity 
prices, and to do that they are aiming to increase own production of electrical energy and through 
this push the prices down. For the moment, they plan to reach production of 1 TWh a year by 
2015, which is 1/20 of the owner total energy consumption, while today it is around 0.26 TWh. 
Overall, the company is not putting the goal of maximizing profits, but reaching the lowest cost 
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of wind energy production. This is why the company has long-term perspective on ownership of 
wind turbines, and this all has a significant influence in the further business model discussion.	  

5.2.1 BUSINESS MODEL COMPONENTS 
VindIn different business model components related to wind energy will be presented further in 
following structure; Value Proposition, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partners, Partner 
Relationship, and Partner Channels.	  

5.2.1.1 Value Proposition 
Value proposition that VindIn is focusing on creating is wind energy at the lowest cost available 
in the market conditions. The energy is either delivered to spot market or directly to one of the 
owners production facilities. 	  

5.2.1.2 Key Resources 
To fulfill the company’s goals VindIn has such key resources as wind turbines, staff, assets, 
competence, and network. Further theses key resources will be presented.	  

5.2.1.2.1 Wind turbines 
VindIn owns two homogenous parks with two different OEM. The parks are of 30 and 5 wind 
turbines of approximately same size (around 2 MW), are located in central Sweden and were 
built with just 3 years difference. Thus, the turbines are of one generation and approximately in 
the same stage of life cycle. 	  

5.2.1.2.2 Staff 
Now when two parks are established the company is developing a functioning service 
organization, which for the moment consists of one person responsible, and coordinating all 
O&M activities. This part of the company is responsible for all the technical equipment outside 
the wind turbine, such as transformer and grid connection. But as the fleet grows, VindIn will 
develop the organization and hire technical personnel and regional responsible people to make 
inspections, coordinate and follow up service providers’ work. 	  

5.2.1.2.3 Assets 
The owners bring resources into the company such as land and financial strength. The land 
ownership by industrial companies often means that parks are located in industrialized areas, 
which may make it easier for obtaining all the permits. At the same time, the location of parks in 
the future may become quite scattered across the country, which will need more effort for 
coordination and has risk to increase costs of operation. Financial strength implies that company 
has the ability to increase the scale of parks to such extent so as to reach economies of scale in 
O&M. 	  

5.2.1.2.4 Competence 
The owners also bring extensive knowledge, competence and experience in O&M from broad 
array of industries (mining, manufacturing, gas, chemicals etc.; see VindIn case description in 
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Chapter 4.1). This is brought into VindIn through shared personnel with owners in both 
managing the company (the board of directors and the management team) and in the activities 
(part time employment of project leaders from owner companies). All the knowledge 
concentrated in the company leads to the situation that VindIn has own perspective on how to do 
maintenance in a good way. 	  

5.2.1.3 Key Activities 
Overall, the company can be considered to be a typical purchasing company, which has influence 
on VindIn’s key activities. The organization is working according to a one year plan. The key 
activities they are performing related to O&M is; coordinating, monitoring and controlling wind 
turbines, following up O&M, making technical and work environment inspections and screening 
market. Further these key activities will be described.	  

5.2.1.3.1 Coordinating 
At the moment VindIn has two wind parks of different sizes. The problems they have to solve are 
different. For instance, in the bigger wind farm they are very involved in the O&M and have 
weekly discussions with the aim to influence the way the service providers is thinking and 
working as they believe they have more experience of maintaining durable goods. At the same 
time, the employees of VindIn have not much experience with wind turbines, but they are 
“learning by doing”. In the other smaller park of 5 turbines, the energy is going directly to one of 
the owners production facilities. With this setting it is important for VindIn to organize the 
preventive maintenance of wind turbines while the industry, which the turbines are connected to, 
is stopped, i.e. summer break or maintenance. 	  

5.2.1.3.2 Monitoring 
VindIn is daily monitoring the wind farms through SCADA system from their office in 
Stockholm. They are watching the status of turbines to see if they are working or not. 	  

5.2.1.3.3 Following up 
If the turbines are not working they follow up what happened and what the service provider is 
doing about it. Sometimes VindIn sees that a turbine stopped before the service providers 
discover it. Then they push the OEMs to take care of breakdowns as fast as possible. Further, 
VindIn is measuring the service providers’ responsiveness for corrective maintenance.	  

5.2.1.3.4 Inspecting 
They are also inspecting turbines to control the orderliness and condition of the wind turbines 
through third party organizations. But when VindIn’s fleet is bigger, they want their own 
technicians in order to make these inspections themselves. 	  

5.2.1.3.5 Market Assessment 
VindIn is periodically scanning the market for the currently available solutions from independent 
service providers and assess their offers from the point of LCC and the scale that the company 
has and is aiming for.	  
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5.2.1.4 Key Partners 
VindIn is developing wind projects from scratch and uses third parties to realize the projects. 
When it comes to partners in connection with O&M VindIn are only using corresponding OEM 
for each park. This partner will be further described below.	  

5.2.1.4.1 O&M partners 
OEMs are main partners for the moment, and they are doing all the work related to O&M 
(operational monitoring, corrective and preventive maintenance of all the turbine parts). In 
addition to that, VindIn is using third parties to follow up the service provider with technical 
inspections. 	  

At the bigger park, OEM established service team base of 4 technicians and 1 site manager as 
well as local spare parts warehouse.  Thus, it is quite easy to get hold of the technical stuff if any 
faults or breakdowns happen. At the smaller park, OEM uses service teams with location 100 km 
from the wind farm where they also have a small storage of spare parts. 	  

5.2.1.5 Partner Channels 
The channels, which VindIn uses for communication with key partners, are provided by the 
OEM. 	  

5.2.1.5.1 Channels with O&M partners 
VindIn accesses all the usual partner channels that are included in full service contracts with 
OEM such as face-to-face meetings, phone, email, SCADA system and monthly reports. Through 
the SCADA system they receive information about what is going on with their turbines. VindIn 
has yearly meetings with the service providers to discuss their one-year plan of what shall be 
done, when and how. But when it comes to more daily issues of the big wind farm VindIn has 
weekly discussions with the site manager. With the smaller farm, VindIn contacts them when 
they see there is a problem through the SCADA system. 	  

VindIn experiences that it is hard to get technical expertise and personal contact when they are 
contacting the OEM’s organization, as they are too big and too inwardly directed. For VindIn this 
information is needed quickly in order to solve O&M issues fast. As they are in a developing 
phase, which means that VindIn has a lot of questions, the inefficient handling have negative 
effect on the pace of VindIn development. 	  

5.2.1.6 Partner Relationship 
5.2.1.6.1 Partner relationship with O&M service provider 
Relationship with OEMs is regulated by full service contracts, and the measurement for O&M 
effectiveness in these contracts is time based availability. VindIn and OEMs have meetings for 
yearly planning of O&M activities. At the bigger park VindIn has close discussions about 
routines for O&M because they believe it is very important in the very beginning of a new wind 
farm. For the smaller park they have several meetings during the year to see if there are some 
synergies with other types of work that need to be done (for instance, that industry stops). It is 
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very important to communicate closely in the park which is directly connected to the factory so 
as factory could adjust its electricity balance (relation between own produced and bought 
electricity).	  

5.2.2 CUSTOMER VALUE 
Different topics emerged from the empirical data, which is related to customer value. Further 
customer value of O&M services and relationships will be presented and later also related to 
customer value theory.	  

5.2.2.1 Customer value of O&M services  
5.2.2.1.1 Contract 
Several points are valuable for VindIn in connection to service contracts as the main instrument 
to regulate how O&M activities are performed by the service provider.	  

Production based availability and opportunity based maintenance are highly valuable taking into 
account their value proposition and the aim to push down the costs of the produced electricity as 
much as possible. 	  

While it is limited through contracts, flexibility of service providers in maintenance activities is 
valued by VindIn as the company knows that “flexibility is needed in order to be good in O&M”. 
If there is more urgent work to do, then service provider should be able to identify it and 
rearrange the planned or scheduled maintenance after fixing some sudden faults, which as well 
concerns adjusting to wind conditions. Only in this way the company perceives that it is possible 
to reach highest maintenance efficiency and the goal of the lowest cost of electricity production. 
In the smaller park flexibility is valued so as to schedule preventive maintenance when it fits the 
industry. 	  

VindIn does not want to sign long term service contracts with OEMs even though they are 
satisfied with the current service providers because they want to be flexible and cost efficient, 
and resigning contracts allows revising the terms. Based on such key resources as knowledge and 
competence in O&M from process industries and insights into wind energy industry, VindIn 
believes that on wind turbine O&M service market much better solutions could be developed 
within short term, which will be of higher customer value for them. That is why they are 
constantly screening the market situation and not locking themselves in with one service contract.	  

5.2.2.1.2 SCADA system 
VindIn key activity is to follow up the service providers’ work through measuring their 
responsiveness and make sure that they prioritize breakdowns, which can be fixed easily. The 
most important channel to get this information is the SCADA system. However, as they lack 
competence to control the wind turbine, they do not express a need to do it.  
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5.2.2.1.3 Reports 
As VindIn is very involved in all the O&M activities they know what is going on with their 
turbines. The reports are therefore just a channel for them to document what has been done and 
also see the data of production and wind. 	  

5.2.2.1.4 Education 
At the moment there are no need for more technical knowledge. But further as the company 
grows it could be valued to receive some sort of technical training for the wind turbines they 
own. The company has extensive financial resources, which allows them to experiment to find 
the most cost efficient O&M solution. When they have established more parks they want to 
develop a full service organization with all technical knowledge in order to make all the 
maintenance for one park inhouse and compare it with outsourcing.	  

5.2.2.2 Customer value of relationship 
VindIn has an extensive experience from O&M in process industries and they want to replicate 
their knowledge in wind energy industry as they view it as young and immature. Thus, they are 
not only pushing OEMs to do their job faster, but they are also trying to participate in planning 
and analyzing the performed activities and implement their own competence to improve the 
efficiency of O&M. In general, VindIn wants to implement their extensive O&M competence, 
and therefore, more cooperative exchange type of relationship is of customer value to the 
company.	  

Therefore, for VindIn it is valuable that service providers are listening, responsive, sharing and 
open for cooperative solution search and improvement of O&M. VindIn experiences 
unwillingness of the OEMs to listen to their input in the O&M activities. VindIn needs to remind 
the OEMs that they are the customer and the one who pays. 	  

Direct communication with technical team and efficient key account management system could 
be highly valued by VindIn as the basis for increasing the speed of getting response to different 
issues which is extra important in the early stage of a new O&M relationship to build up trust and 
routines. 	  

VindIn expressed that it feels like they have different perspective on availability compared with 
service providers; the current offering of OEMs is focusing on time based availability while 
VindIn is valuing and aiming for production maximization. Due to VindIn’s competence in 
maintenance they experience that that the service providers lack competence, which leads to lack 
of trust. Such trust issues lead to the situation that VindIn has to follow up and closely control the 
activities of service providers. 	  

5.2.2.3 Customer value summary 
For VindIn customer value is formed in relation to the following value drivers of Lapierre 
(2000); alternative solutions, responsiveness, flexibility, technical competence, trust. 	  
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Generally, the company searches for the cheapest solution, which makes alternative solutions 
(Lapierre 2000) impact the customer value of current O&M contract negatively if a better and 
cheaper solution appears. Due to their understanding of the changing market conditions they want 
short service contracts. Because of their competences in maintenance they know that flexibility is 
valuable as Lapierre (2000) also mention. 	  

The competence in maintenance influences their activities and their relationship. It seems that 
VindIn does not trust the service providers’ competence and therefore VindIn tries to improve the 
service providers’ work and responsiveness by sharing their competences. Through close and 
cooperative relationship, the company wants to create value (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005) of 
more efficient maintenance. This means that VindIn values a relationship, which Day (2000) 
connects with collaborative exchanges where the value adding exchanges are transfer of 
competence. It is also important for VindIn to have a relationship which allow them to coordinate 
activities which means that the relationship needs to be flexible and communicative and maybe 
get closer toward a collaborative relationship (Day, 2000).	  

VindIn seems to have the skill, access, wealth and time “to get the job done” (Johnson, 2010), 
which makes it hard for OEMs to create value through service. But on the other hand, as it was 
mentioned the kind of established relationship seems to influence customer value in a bigger 
extent.	  

5.3 EOLUS VIND AB 
Eolus Vind is a project organization, which develops and builds wind farms, which they later sell 
to investors together with operation management provided by Eolus Vind. The company is 
publicly listed and traded on stock exchange market. Eolus Vind main office is located in 
Hässleholm and they have their O&M department in Halmstad. Eolus Vind goal is to build more 
turbines for the sake of investors. 	  

5.3.1 BUSINESS MODEL COMPONENTS  
Eolus Vind different business model components related to wind energy will be presented further 
in following structure; Value Proposition, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partners, Partner 
Relationship, and Partner Channels.	  

5.3.1.1 Value Proposition 
Eolus Vind offers to its customers both full wind energy project development services as well as 
full package of operation management services.	  

5.3.1.2 Key Resources 
In O&M Eolus Vind have such key resources as Wind turbines, staff, assets, competence, 
network that are presented in more detail below. 
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5.3.1.2.1 Wind turbines 
As it was mentioned in Chapter 4.1, since 1990 Eolus has built more than 420 turbines, and at the 
moment they are owners of 43 turbines, which has contributed to development of a strong and 
trustworthy brand within the wind energy industry. At the same time, they are responsible for 128 
turbines under operation, which come from different manufacturers, are of different age and size 
as the projects were built yearly since 1990s.	  

5.3.1.2.2 Staff 
The operation team consists of 4 people. Eolus Vind has also a department taking care of 
accounting and permits for themselves and customers.	  

5.3.1.2.3 Competence 
The competence that Eolus Vind has developed over the years is based on developing and 
building wind farms and on owning and operating wind turbines. The competence needed for 
O&M is mostly coming from the experience of owning wind turbines for a longer time. This 
experience contributed to competence to make technical- and safety inspections, manage various 
SCADA systems and managing all daily issues connected to wind turbines such as 
communication with authorities, neighbors etc. From building the wind farms Eolus Vind gets 
knowledge about the site, which they use to understand from which angels the wind will be 
turbulent and can damage the wind turbine.	  

5.3.1.2.4 Network 
Over the years Eolus Vind has built an extensive network. It means that if an older turbine breaks 
they can find spare parts through their extensive network of wind turbine owners and service 
organizations.	  

5.3.1.3 Key Activities 
In operational services, Eolus Vind has several blocks of activities that they do. The company is 
monitoring and controlling the wind turbines, follow up service provider’s maintenance activities 
through regular site visits and technical inspections. They are communicating with wind turbine 
owners and take care of all administration. 	  

5.3.1.3.1 Monitoring and controlling 
Eolus Vind is continuously monitoring all the turbines through SCADA systems at their 
operation center. They can see if the turbine stopped and if the service provider is doing 
something about it. In some cases Eolus Vind can reset faults themselves. Eolus Vind is also 
closely monitoring wind conditions and has the ability to stop or slow down the turbine if there is 
a risk of turbulent wind that can damage the turbine. 	  

5.3.1.3.2 Following up O&M 
In cases Eolus Vind cannot reset the turbine to fix the problem they make sure that service 
provider is taking care of it. The company is controlling the schedules of the planned 
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maintenance through planning the timing together with service providers, reminding them, 
adjusting the scheduling as much as possible to wind conditions. 	  

5.3.1.3.3 Inspecting (technical, safety) 
Eolus Vind makes regular technical and work environment inspections. In technical inspections 
they check if there are any faults inside and outside the turbine. If something is wrong, they 
report this to service provider to make them prepared for their next visit. Work environment 
inspections are done to have valid permits. 	  

5.3.1.3.4 Administering 
In addition to that, Eolus Vind is analyzing technical and economic data and provides regular 
reports to the owners about general activities done with the turbine by service provider, what was 
that Eolus did, all the faults and breakdowns, what was done to fix it and prevent it etc.  There is 
also economic reporting to the owners done by the company. All the reports are done by Eolus 
Vind based on the data obtained from different sources. The company is making sense of the 
technical data and presents it in a owner-friendly way together with facts and details that the 
company perceives as important. 	  

Eolus Vind is doing administration work of wind turbines and farms as for instance bookkeeping 
and reporting to authorities. Moreover, the company is managing daily communication with all 
the parties, which may be involved or influenced such as service providers, insurance companies, 
neighbours etc. The company is filing all the necessary applications for obtaining and prolonging 
the permits and looks after that everything is up-to-date.	  

5.3.1.4 Key Partners 
The organization of Eolus Vind has much of the competences needed for taking care of wind 
turbines. The only thing they do not have is the technical competence of making the maintenance 
and therefore they only have O&M partners.  	  

5.3.1.4.1 O&M partners 
OEMs and ISPs are the main partners who are performing all preventive and corrective 
maintenance activities. All the preventive maintenance is fixed in absolute numbers of months 
when certain things need to be done after the turbine starts producing electricity, and hence, starts 
being commissioned by service provider. 	  

5.3.1.5 Partner Channels 
The channels that Eolus Vind is using are the regular ones that are provided by O&M service 
providers. 	  

5.3.1.5.1 Channels with O&M service providers 
As the relation to OEMs are very important for Eolus Vind to co-create value, they have good 
contacts with the different suppliers.  They communicate with the main service organization 
through face-to-face meetings several times a year, have constantly discussion over email and 
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phone. However, they do not have equally frequent discussions with the technicians, as they are 
so many due to the big size of fleet, which is spread over the whole country.	  

The most important channel for information from the OEMs is SCADA systems. They have one 
system for each manufacturer. These systems are different from each other; therefore, they need 
insights for all of them. They have also different levels access to them, which influences how 
much they can control the turbines i.e. start, stop, reset and adjust.	  

5.3.1.6 Partner Relationship 
5.3.1.6.1 Partner relationship with O&M service providers 
Relationship with OEMs and ISPs are based on service contracts. Eolus Vind views relationship 
with OEMs and ISPs as important and complementing the company’s value proposition in order 
to be able to ensure the functioning of wind turbines and farms without any involvement from the 
side of the owners. The distance to the service teams or service organization is an influencing 
factor on the relationship.	  

The full service contracts are regulating time based availability of wind turbines, all the activities 
that service provider has to do and how much time they have for correcting faults and 
breakdowns. If it is not full service contract, then it concerns only the activities that need to be 
done, but no warranties of availability or time limitations.	  

The inspections that Eolus Vind is doing are serving as support for relationship with OEMs or 
ISPs as it gives additional information to them about wind turbine status and condition. As well, 
it is sort of feedback to service providers on how well they perform maintenance activities. 
Generally, Eolus Vind is not interfering in the process of maintenance activities, but try to impact 
schedule of preventive maintenance in relation to low wind conditions to minimize production 
losses.	  

5.3.2 CUSTOMER VALUE 
Different topics emerged from the empirical data, which is related to customer value. Further 
customer value of O&M services and relationships will be presented and later also related to 
customer value theory.	  

5.3.2.1 Customer value of O&M services  
5.3.2.1.1 Contracts 
Eolus Vind contracts are based on time-based availability. However, in order to maximize the 
energy production for their value proposition Eolus Vind perceives that production based 
availability is preferable. Eolus Vind try to push the scheduling of preventive maintenance for 
less windy days in order to make their officially time based service contract more production 
based. 	  

Eolus Vind is valuing long term relationship with service providers in the form of long service 
agreements. Partnership with OEMs and ISPs in maintaining wind turbines is complementing 
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Eolus Vind value proposition and forms full O&M and project management solution. For their 
own contracts they use long contracts as well as they anyway benefiting from doing operation 
management in house. 	  

5.3.2.1.2 SCADA system 
It is valuable for the Eolus Vind to have higher level of access in SCADA systems. It could be 
explained by looking at the company’s key resources in form of experience of operation, 
technical competence and knowledge about the location. This could make Eolus Vind feel that 
they can control the turbines in a more advanced level.	  

5.3.2.1.3 Reports 
Reporting and making sense of the data from OEM for the owner is one of the significant part of 
Eolus Vind key activities and its value proposition. There are not much customer value in the 
reports from OEMs and Eolus Vind wants more transparency in service providers activities, for 
instance what and why was done on the turbine. However, Eolus Vind creates value through 
reworking these reports in a comprehensive way for their customers and the important input from 
OEM are the all data and information. 	  

5.3.2.1.4 Education 
Eolus Vind is positive about education and training in order to know how to handle all the 
different SCADA systems that OEMs have. However, for the moment such training takes several 
months for each manufacturer, which makes it impossible to fulfill for the company as they lack 
of this kind of resource. A standardization of SCADA and bringing it to unified platform could 
be valuable, as they would not have to spend time on education for several systems. Overall, the 
competence to control turbines is wanted, but they need a more time efficient solution to get the 
competence.	  

5.3.2.2 Customer value of relationship 
At Eolus Vind they are valuing full reliance on service providers in maintenance through full 
service contracts which they also recommend to the owners after the warranty period expires as 
the company has no organizational strength or interest to do the maintenance. Due to OEM flaws 
in their value proposition Eolus Vind uses this as an opportunity to build their own business. The 
key activities and key resources Eolus Vind need for their own wind turbines they offer as a 
value proposition in form of operation management for other wind turbine owners. What is 
valuable for Eolus Vind in this case is the amount of owners as it brings more value to 
themselves. 	  

Eolus Vind want to be responsible for certain operation activities they have better knowledge 
about each site specifics and wind conditions, and they are able to react to stops much faster 
themselves as they closely monitor their wind turbines on a daily basis. As it can be noticed, 
Eolus Vind has certain key resources (knowledge of the site), which the service providers do not 
have. Eolus Vind wants, therefore, a relationship where they can collaborate with OEMs so that 
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Eolus Vind can offer a complementing service to their customers. This demands cooperativeness 
but Eolus Vind experiences anyway that OEMs think they owe the turbines, and therefore, it is 
hard to influence their work.	  

Closer relationship and distinguishing between turbines and sites from service providers side is of 
customer value to Eolus Vind, as the company is managing different turbines and parks within 
different operation contracts. Some sort of key account management coordinated with Eolus Vind 
would be positively evaluated within the business model of Eolus Vind.	  

5.3.2.3 Summary of customer value 
It could be noticed that the way Eolus Vind sees customer value could be related to the following 
value drivers from Lapierre (2000); responsiveness, flexibility, technical competence, trust. 	  

Eolus Vind want to get as high energy production as possible, in other words get as much 
benefits as possible from the wind turbines. Due to lack of trust (Lapierre, 2000) in the service 
providers they developed key activities to improve the availability by increasing the service 
providers responsiveness. In order to get as much energy as possible Eolus Vind wants the 
service provider to be flexible to be able to coordinate the preventive maintenance when it is not 
windy. Eolus Vind also sells these activities because they can with bigger fleet reach economies 
of scale and improve the trade-off between benefits and sacrifices (Keränen & Jalkala, 2013) for 
themselves and their customers.	  

As it was mentioned earlier, to “get the job done” the customer needs skill, wealth, time and 
access and (Johnson, 2010). Through helping the company to get the needed skills, the size of 
fleet under responsibility for O&M to reach economies of scale, and access in SCADA system, 
the OEMs could create great customer value for Eolus Vind.	  

As Eolus Vind acts as a complementing partner to OEM they want the relationship closer to 
value adding exchange (Day, 2000). Eolus Vind have been building up competence to be 
efficient in operation management and want to create value through coordination of value 
exchange with service providers. This coordination is something that they want to develop in the 
relationship, and therefore, it is needed that they can get access to technical competence from 
OEMs organization. 	  

5.4 LÅRSTAD VINDKRAFT 
Lårstad Vindkraft operates one wind turbine for the interest of the owners. The goal of the 
company is to get a good return on investment and to use it as a strategic plan for finances of the 
owners in order to have taxes benefits through depreciation of the value of the wind turbine 20 
years ahead. Otherwise, the company has no future plans of developing the company.  
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5.4.1 BUSINESS MODEL COMPONENTS 
Lårstad Vindkraft different business model components related to wind energy will be presented 
further in following structure; Value Proposition, Key Resources, Key Activities, Key Partners, 
Partner Relationship, and Partner Channels.	  

5.4.1.1 Value Proposition 
Lårstad Vindkraft produces energy and sells it to the energy spot market in order to get return on 
invested capital.	  

5.4.1.2 Key Resources 
The key resource that Lårstad Vindkraft uses to related to wind energy is, wind turbine, staff, 
assets, competence, network. Further these resources will be presented. 	  

5.4.1.2.1 Wind turbine 
Lårstad Vindkraft operates one 2MW wind turbine, which they took over from a project 
organization in 2008. 	  

5.4.1.2.2 Staff 
The company has no employees. Instead it is the two owners that are taking care of all the 
activities. The owners are two farmers specializing in crops and meat.	  

5.4.1.2.3 Assets 
One key resource that the investors have because of their farm is land. They use the land as a 
security to get financing from banks.	  

5.4.1.2.4 Competence 
When it comes to O&M of wind turbines they know from other experiences with high-tech 
machines that it is very important with maintenance in order to maximize the life of the wind 
turbine. However, they have no competence in O&M.	  

One of the owners is working part time as an accountant for other farmers who invested in wind 
energy. Thus, the accountant knows how to financially benefit from the wind turbine ownership 
in other ways than just selling the energy. This experience also gave the owner knowledge of the 
industry. 	  

5.4.1.3 Key Activities 
Lårstad Vindkraft outsourcing all O&M responsibilities. The company key activities are 
monitoring and following up, assessing market, and administrating. Further a more detailed 
description of these key activities will be presented.	  

5.4.1.3.1 Monitoring and following up 
One of the owners is living close to the wind turbine and can visually monitor it to see if its 
standing still. Then they follow it up and contact the service team which are living nearby to 
make sure that they are taking care of it. 	  
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5.4.1.3.2 Assessing the market of service providers 
Additionally, one important thing is to sign service contracts and make sure that the turbine gets 
the attention it needs. When the warranty full service contract expired, Lårstad Vindkraft had to 
contact a third party organization (the project organization which built the wind farm) to make a 
warranty inspection. Later the company made an assessment of the wind turbine service provider 
market and found that OEM was best suiting for continuing to operate and maintain the wind 
turbine at the moment.	  

5.4.1.3.3 Administering 
The main activity that Lårstad Vindkraft is doing is taking care of the administrational part of 
owning a wind turbine. Lårstad Vindkraft is taking care of tracing the economic outcome of the 
produced energy. The company’s main activity is accounting and to distribute the income of the 
produced and sold wind energy to the owner every month. 	  

5.4.1.4 Key Partners 
Lårstad Vindkraft wants the most convenient and cheap solution, and therefore, they only use one 
key partner to solve all the issues connected to the wind turbine. 	  

5.4.1.4.1 O&M partner 
The only partner Lårstad Vindkraft is using after the take over from the project organization is 
the OEM. They are supposed to make sure that all the permits are valid, a certain degree of 
availability is delivered, etc. except taking care of bookkeeping. 	  

5.4.1.5 Partner Channels 
As it was notice above Lårstad Vindkraft has only one key partner, which takes care of 
everything except bookkeeping.	  

5.4.1.5.1 Channels with O&M service providers 
The communication between OEM and Lårstad Vindkraft is done through the regular 
communication tools, phone, email, monthly reports and in some cases also meetings to discuss 
further contracts.  Every month the company receives reports from the OEM with all activities of 
what has been done, wind statistics, and produced energy. The company chose to not include the 
SCADA system in their purchasing to save some cost.	  

5.4.1.6 Partner Relationship 
Lårstad Vindkraft is using full service contracts with the OEM. The owners talks directly to the 
service team when they see that the turbines is standing still. As Lårstad Vindkraft does not have 
the competence of O&M they fully rely on the OEM to take good care of the turbine. Lårstad 
Vindkraft experience the relationship is much like a buyer-seller relationship where they buy the 
service from someone with competence. 
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5.4.2 CUSTOMER VALUE 
Different topics emerged from the empirical data, which is related to customer value. Further 
customer value of O&M services and relationships will be presented and later also related to 
customer value theory.	  

5.4.2.1 Customer value of O&M services  
5.4.2.1.1 Contract 
The service agreement Lårstad Vindkraft has with OEM is covering everything to make it as 
convenient as possible even though low price is valuable for them.  Lårstad Vindkraft lack money 
and therefore low price of O&M is of direct customer value to the company, as they want to 
maximize revenues from selling energy but they have not impact on energy prices. Lårstad 
Vindkraft is trying to push down the price of service contracts and is screening the market for 
cheaper O&M offers.	  

The company is not sure though that the current service provider’s offer is going to be the 
cheapest available alternative over time. Due to their insights and experience from doing 
accounting of wind energy turbines for other small owners, they know that the industry is 
changing right now and that cheaper O&M solutions will probably be available. Therefore, 
prefers Lårstad Vindkraft shorter contracts to ensure flexibility in adjusting to changing O&M 
market conditions and that they get the lowest price for full service contracts. 	  

5.4.2.1.2 SCADA system 
Lårstad Vindkraft has little value of SCADA system, as they have no competence in controlling 
the turbine through the system or no use of watching the statistics, they have too little size of fleet 
to spread the costs of the system and they have visual contact with the turbine. Thus, they do 
chose to not have the system in order to cut costs through saving own time on dealing with the 
system and money on getting access to the system. 	  

5.4.2.1.3 Reports 
Reports are valuable for the company as the proof that everything has been done in the area of 
O&M. This is the main indication that O&M service was delivered. This is the outcome of the 
company’s low involvement into O&M activities. 	  

5.4.2.2 Customer value of relationship 
Lårstad Vind wants the most convenient relationship where they do not have to be involved in 
day-to-day operations. This has the connection to the fact that the company lacks any type of 
competence in O&M, it has no connection to their main farming business, and in O&M of other 
machines they are used to this type of relationship too.	  

As they are not interested in close relationships with service providers, but pure functional value 
of O&M services and its low price, there is no value in committing to the relationship if they are 
not sure that it will be of the lowest price over time. They want to be flexible in adjusting to 
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market low cost solutions development. Thus, overall, there is not much customer value in 
relationship for Lårstad Vindkraft. 	  

5.4.2.3 Summary of customer value 
The value drivers from Lapierre (2000) which contribute to customer value for Lårstad Vindkraft 
are; alternative solutions, responsiveness and price.	  

The aim for Lårstad Vindkraft is to find the cheapest O&M solution, which makes alternative 
solution influence customer value of current O&M contract. The company lack wealth, time, 
access and skills (Johnson, 2010) to be involved in O&M activities. The company thinks that 
responsiveness is valuable as it increases the availability and therefore they sometimes follow up 
the service providers. However, price is important and they find that the benefits by including 
SCADA system to monitor the turbines in the purchase of wind turbine would not cover the cost 
and therefore create a negative trade-off and in other words not create any customer value 
(Keränen & Jalkala, 2013). 	  

For Lårstad Vindkraft it is valuable to have relationship characterized as transactional exchange 
by Day (2000) where service provider delivers services according to the contract terms and gets 
paid for that. They see no additional customer value that could be created through relationships 
and they would change service provider if cheaper solution appear. That is also why they prefer 
short O&M service contracts. 
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6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter we first analyze by component how customers’ business models differ in the 
studied cases. In the further discussion we compare customer value use this cross case business 
model analysis in order to understand the differences in customer value perceptions. On the basis 
of this discussion we identify what could be the criteria of customer value in O&M in wind 
energy industry in Sweden that emerge from customers business models and finally discuss the 
findings from more generalized theoretical perspective. 	  

6.1 BUSINESS MODELS COMPARISON 
Below we compare the four cases described in the previous chapter by each component of 
business model and bring up the sub components, which emerged from the empirical data.  

From the table 6.1 below it is possible to find similarities and differences in the cases business 
model. Further main similarities and differences will be emphasized. 	  

6.1.1 SIMILARITIES 
Starting from top of table 6.1 above, first of all it can be noticed that all the companies are using 
the wind turbine to provide the market with energy, which is part of value proposition in all the 
studied cases. Due to this fact, if move further down in table 6.1, in all the cases there is a 
similarity in key resources, and more specifically, that “Wind turbine fit into business model” is 
connected with electricity generation. 

Next similarity can be observed in key activities in table 6.1. It can be noticed that all the cases 
are monitoring wind turbines, however, the way in which they are monitoring, differs. The 
purpose of monitoring is to follow up the service provider’s activities to make sure that all the 
faults and breakdowns are addressed, which is also seen as common activity in all the studied 
cases in table 6.1. 

Other similarities can also be found in partners, partner channels and partner relationship in table 
6.1. However, it can also be seen that the studied companies are trying to have different type of 
relationship with O&M partners (transactional, value adding or collaborative), which will be 
discussed further. From case descriptions it is seen that all the companies are using OEM as 
service provider for their relatively new turbines, which means that their main O&M partner is 
the same. As OEM in this industry is the one who sets up the partner channels and the 
relationship all the customers are quite similar in this components, which can be seen in the final 
two blocs in table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Summary of business model components across the cases 

 Varberg 
Energi 

VindIn Eolus 
Vind 

Lårstad 
Vindkraft 

Value Proposition     
Electricity to the market X X X X 

Management of wind turbine operation   X  
Key resources     

Characteristics of wind turbine fleet under operation     
Relative size of fleet3 (1=small to 5=large) 3 3 5 1 

Relative diversity of fleet4 (1=low to 5=high) 4 1 5 1 
Wind turbine fit in Business model     

Electricity generation X X X X 
Company brand strengthening X  X  

Indirect financial influence  X  X 
Staff X  X  

Competence     
 Wind turbine Operation competence X  X  

Old Wind turbine Maintenance competence X    
O&M competence from other industries  X X   

Wind turbine Network X  X  
Assets     

Land  X  X 
Money  X   

Key activities     
Operation activities     

Coordinate O&M  X   
Monitoring Wind Turbines (how: V- visual, S- SCADA)  S S S V 

Control wind turbine (start, stop, reset & adjust) X  X  
Follow up service provider X X X X 

Maintenance quality inspections X X X  
Work environment inspections   X  

Maintenance activities     
Technical maintenance X    

Administration     
Reporting to external stakeholders X  X  

Bookkeeping X  X X 
Additional related activities     

Projecting and building wind farms  X X  
Market assessment X X  X 

Key Partner     
O&M partners (Transactional, Value adding, Collaborative) V V C T 

Co-ownership partners X    

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 The evaluation is relative to the studied cases, not the whole industry, and is based on secondary data about the 
total amount of wind turbines (own and of other owners) that each company operates	  

4 The evaluation is relative to the studied cases, not the whole industry, and is based on data from interviews about 
how many different groups (age, size, manufacturer) of turbines there are that each company operates.	  
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 Varberg 
Energi 

VindIn Eolus 
Vind 

Lårstad 
Vindkraft 

  Value co-creating partners X    
Partner Channels     

Phone, Email, Meetings X X X X 
Website X X X X 
SCADA X X X  

Technical Reports X X X X 

Partner Relationship     
Contract based relationship X X X X 

Call center X X X  
	  

6.1.2 DIFFERENCES 
Further, it can be noticed in table 6.1 that the biggest differences between business model 
components from case to case are in key resources and key activities. As well, analyzing the 
discussions during the interviews it becomes obvious, that the studied companies have different 
vision for these components development, as they have different intentions for the further O&M 
involvement. Thus, further we discuss the main differences in key resources and activities key 
components from table 6.1 above, and complement it with the discussion about differences in 
intentions for development of O&M involvement. 

6.1.2.1 Key resources  
In key resources the main difference could be seen in wind turbine fleet and competences in 
various areas.	  

The fleet differences from table 6.1 are visualized in figure 6.1 below. In figure 6.1 below it can 
be seen that Eolus Vind has biggest amount of turbines under operation, as well as the highest 
diversity in age, size and manufacturers as the company has been in wind energy industry for a 
long time, has been building up projects all over Sweden and later taking care of their operation. 
Varberg Energi has been on the wind energy market for a long time too, and gradually built their 
fleet, which resulted in the diversity. Varberg Energi’s size of fleet is limited by their own goals 
of energy production as well as number of other parks, which are close to them or where they 
have partners. VindIn has lower diversity of fleet as all of the parks were built quite recently. The 
size of the fleet is comparable with Varbergs Energi. Lårstad Vindkraft has the lowest diversity 
and size of fleet, as they only own one wind turbine. 	  
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Figure 6-1 Wind turbine fleet characteristics 

Discussing the differences in competence, it is important to notice that in our cases there are two 
companies (Eolus Vind & Varbergs Energi), which have been in the industry since the early 
1990s, and two companies (VindIn & Lårstad Vindkraft), which recently invested in wind energy 
for the first time. It can be noticed from the cases that Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi have 
developed operational competence of wind turbines due to dealing with it over the time. VindIn 
is in the process of learning and will with time get similar competence as the organization grows 
and collects the experience of dealing with turbines. Lårstad Vindkraft, on the other hand, has no 
intention to develop such competences. 	  

The activities in other parts of Varberg Energi’s business create certain maintenance competence 
within the organization, which Varberg Energi also wants to re apply on wind turbines. Similarly, 
the owners of VindIn have extensive competence in maintenance of process industries, which 
they also apply in wind energy industry. Eolus Vind has no connection to other industries and, 
therefore, has no other O&M competence than from wind energy industry, while Lårstad 
Vindkraft owners have experience from farming, hence, there is no relevant competence for wind 
turbine O&M.  

In this way, when looking at and comparing the four business models of the studied cases, it is 
possible to see that the companies have different competences in general maintenance activities 
and in wind energy related operation as key resource shown in table 6.1, which is illustrated in 
figure 6.2 below. 	  
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Figure 6-2 Competence characteristics 

6.1.2.2 Key activities 
As it can be seen in table 6.1, the four cases business models are also different in key activities, 
and specifically in the ones related to involvement in O&M activities (see “Operation activities” 
and “Maintenance activities” in table 6.1). Varberg Energi and Eolus Vind key activities are 
much related to operation management. Varberg Energi and Eolus Vind control the turbine with 
the help of SCADA system if a turbine needs to be restarted or paused. Eolus Vind also analyzes 
the wind conditions through SCADA system and turn off the turbine if there is any risk of 
damage because of the turbulent wind. VindIn, on the other hand, is focusing on maintenance 
issues even though they do not perform the actual maintenance, tries to influence how 
maintenance is organized through analyzing the activities and proposing to the maintenance 
teams their perspective on how it is better to do maintenance based on their O&M competences 
from other industries. Lårstad Vindkraft’s key activities are not related to O&M at all. By looking 
at the four cases key activities in table 6.1 and the corresponding parts in case descriptions, it is 
possible to see that their involvement in O&M activities is different (see figure 6.3). As it can be 
noticed, figure 6.2 and figure 6.3 are very similar in how the companies are positioned, which 
implies that the involvement into O&M activities is correlated with the companies’ competences.  
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Figure 6-3 Key activities characteristics 

It was mentioned earlier that all the companies are monitoring their wind turbines. However, it 
can be noticed that the frequency of monitoring differs between the cases. Eolus Vind puts most 
effort in constantly monitoring the turbines under operation, Varberg Energi and VindIn are just 
monitoring the turbines through SCADA system a few times per day, while at Lårstad Vindkraft 
they are doing a visual monitoring instead of monitoring it through SCADA system.	  

Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi operate other owners wind turbines, therefore, these 
companies have to account to the owners about wind turbines under their control. This influences 
the key activities, which includes sending technical and economic reports every month. However, 
the two companies are different as Eolus Vind offers an operation management solution to 
customers while Varberg Energi do it for their key partners. 

6.1.2.3 Intentions for development of O&M involvement 
It can be interpreted from the case descriptions in the previous chapter that the companies also 
have different intentions for developing their organizations further, and in particular in 
connection to their involvement in O&M activities.  

Varberg Energi wants to develop their business model to become more involved and take bigger 
responsibility in operation of wind turbines. As well, they want to be responsible for a bigger 
fleet, and therefore, they need to develop their operation competence in order to be trustworthy 
for their partners. These intentions are visualized in figure 6.4 below with an arrow showing the 
direction in which Varberg Energi sees its further key activities business model component 
development.  

At the same time, VindIn has the goal of developing the organization in such a way that they 
could get more influence on maintenance activities. In the future they are even willing to try 
developing own fully working maintenance organization with technicians and spare parts for one 
of their parks, which is also shown in figure 6.4 with the arrow pointing to higher involvement in 
maintenance that Vindin aims for.  
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Eolus Vind, on the other hand, has no interest in developing business model activities or 
resources connected with technical maintenance. Instead, they want more competence in order to 
control wind turbines and take more responsibility of operations, which is shown with developing 
more involvement into operation as key activity in figure 6.4.  

Lårstad Vind has no future plans of developing their business model and changing key activities 
in any way, which is visualized as a static position in figure 6.4.  

In this way, in figure X below we illustrate the directions in which the studied companies would 
like to be more involved with their activities. It is important to point out that as the intentions for 
O&M differ (e.g. the companies want to get more involved in different activities), the companies 
need to develop differing competences. 	  

	  

Figure 6-4 Intentions for development of O&M involvement 

All in all, from table 6.1 and the discussion above it can be seen that the main differences in the 
studied business models can be related to fleet characteristics and competences in O&M (key 
resources); involvement in O&M activities (key activities); intentions for development of O&M 
involvement. Further, we discuss how these identified business model related differences are 
connected to customer value variations across the studied cases. 

6.2 INTERRELATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER VALUE AND BUSINESS MODEL COMPONENTS 
Further the differences in customer value are discussed and related to the previous discussion 
about the business model related differences. This is done in order to see how the customer 
business model is related to the customer value and more specifically, to underlying criteria of 
customer value formation process and what could be the more specific business model related 
criteria of why certain customers have particular customer value in O&M in wind energy industry 
in Sweden. We discuss customer value of O&M services within contracts, SCADA system, 
reports and education components and customer value of relationships. Each part starts with 
comparison of customer value across the cases and is followed by relating it to the differences in 
business model components. 	  
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6.2.1 CUSTOMER VALUE OF O&M SERVICES  
6.2.1.1 Customer value of contracts 
It can be noticed from the cases that they view and value contracts differently. One difference is 
in how they perceive the duration of the contracts. Varberg Energi, VindIn and Lårstad Vindkraft 
prefer short contracts in order to re procure the service agreements. This happens due to their 
understanding of the market of O&M services; as they know that it is about to change, they 
expect better O&M solutions to appear. As Lapierre (2000) mentions, alternative solutions are 
influencing customer value of current service contract. This knowledge of the O&M services 
market conditions contributes in turn to the fact that there appears key activity of market 
assessment (see table 6.1). Thus, it can be noticed that differences in knowledge and insights 
from key competences business model component (see table 6.1) may serve in this case as frame 
of reference that is mentioned by Bolton and Drew (1991), and hence, be the basis for customer 
value formation in relation to contracts.	  

The content of contracts is also of different customer value. Varberg Energi, VindIn and Eolus 
Vind want to change from time based maintenance approach to opportunity-based maintenance. 
Due to the competence in O&M in wind energy or other O&M demanding industries, these 
companies know that the latter approach is more valuable as it contributes to higher amount of 
produced energy by being flexible in scheduling preventive maintenance and prioritizing 
breakdowns, which can be fixed within a short period of time. Lapierre (2000) refers to such 
flexibility as one of customer value drivers. Lårstad Vindkraft, on the other hand, does not have 
the knowledge about this possibility, and therefore, there is no customer value in it for the 
company. In this case, key competences are influencing what is the desired value that customers 
want to get from the contracts, which in turn is underlying customer value formation according to 
Woodruff (1997) and Flint et al. (1997).  	  

The contracts for O&M service are currently static during the validity period. However, the three 
of the customers expressed future plans to develop key activities in their business models in the 
directions shown in figure 6.4 above. Customer value is not static; it is changing over time (Flint 
et al., 1997). Due to the developments in their business models it is possible to assume that 
customer value of contracts also will change. For instance, customer might want to apply gained 
competence in O&M activities or take more responsibilities. Summing up, it is possible to 
assume that a more dynamic contract would be contributing to higher customer value.	  

6.2.1.2 Customer value of SCADA system 
Responsiveness (Lapierre, 2000) of O&M is of customer value as it is directly connected to 
availability of wind turbines. SCADA system can be divided into two use situations that both can 
be used to increase the responsiveness to stops and breakdowns. Firstly, it may fulfill a need of 
monitoring, which allows the customer to follow up service providers and push them to react 
faster; secondly, it may allow the operator to control the wind turbine and take a part of the 
responsibilities to ensure responsiveness himself. 	  
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SCADA system is of different customer value among the studied customers. VindIn sees value in 
just monitoring while Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi use it to also be a part of operation by 
controlling the wind turbines. Lårstad Vindkraft, on the other, hand does not perceive customer 
value in SCADA system at all, and price becomes the only value driver (Lapierre, 2000) in this 
case.	  

Trying to understand why the companies perceive differently the value of SCADA system, it 
could be, firstly, noticed that the studied companies differ in their general involvement into 
monitoring and using SCADA system (see comparison of key activities in table 6.1). In order to 
increase the availability through responsiveness of service providers, the companies are following 
up the service providers’ work through SCADA system and push them towards the goal of 100% 
availability as a key activity. 	  

Thus, the ability to follow up can be determined by the size of the fleet as it can be seen in figure 
6.5 b) below. As it was mentioned, bigger size of fleet allows to benefit from economies of scale, 
and there should be a positive trade off between sacrifices in the form of costs of following up 
activities and the benefits of increased availability in order for this trade off to be of customer 
value as it is defined by scholars (e.g. Keränen & Jalkala, 2013; Woodruff, 1997; Lindgreen et 
al., 2012; Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005; Ulaga & Chacour, 2001). Thus, the characteristics of fleet 
become influencing the involvement into monitoring and customer value of having access to 
SCADA system, which is making monitoring and following up possible.  	  

Further differences in customer value of service connected to SCADA system can be noticed. 
Higher level of access to control turbines is valued by those (Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi) 
who have corresponding key resources and have been working with those activities. In this case, 
these key resources (competences) could be referred to as customer characteristics and key 
activities (operation) could be referred to as past experiences of Bolton and Drew (1991), which 
all are influencing customer value perception in the studied cases and in theoretical perspective of 
Bolton and Drew (1991). 	  

At the same time, standardization of SCADA system becomes more valuable when the 
characteristics of fleet do not allow to benefit from economies of scale within each type of 
turbines (e.g. Varberg Energi) which means that the sacrifices with spent resources may not be 
covered with the benefits in service responsiveness from monitoring and controlling activities. 
This point can be seen in how frequency of monitoring is influenced by such characteristics of 
fleet as size (compare Varberg Energi and Eolus Vind who have approximately same diversity, 
see figure 6.1 or figure 6.5 a) below). All in all, it can be seen that customer value as a trade off 
between benefits and costs (Keränen & Jalkala, 2013; Woodruff, 1997; Lindgreen et al., 2012; 
Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005; Ulaga & Chacour, 2001) in this case is influenced by the 
characteristics of key resources (fleet), which could be related to use situation mentioned by 
Ulaga and Chacour (2001) as underlying the process of value assessment. 
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a) b) 

Figure 6-5 Wind turbine fleet characteristics relative to (a) key resources and (b) key activities 

6.2.1.3 Customer value of Reports 
For all of the cases, reports become a channel for receiving the proof that O&M services have 
been delivered and have added value. However, the customer value of reports increases when the 
company is not involved into O&M activities and does not have close relationship with service 
providers (e.g. Lårstad Vindkraft). Basically, reports add to O&M service quality perception, 
which is one of the parts of functional dimension of customer value identified by Fiol et al. 
(2011) as it shows if the services led to reaching availability goals. Absence or presence of key 
activities dealing with O&M, as well as competences in O&M in customer’s business model 
influences how broad overview and understanding of the services particular customer has. It 
could, therefore, be noticed that different involvement into the O&M activities (see figure 6.3) 
determines what information is perceived as valuable and sufficient, or in other words, it serves 
as frame of reference (Bolton & Drew, 1991), and hence, underlies what is perceived as customer 
value of reports. 	  

So, customization of reports may be valuable to fit customers’ different perceptions which is 
similar to one of Lapierre’s (2000) value drivers. Customization and flexibility of reports is of 
extra customer value for Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi as they both have key activities, which 
are based on reports (further reporting to owners of wind turbines). The ability to customize the 
content of OEM’s reports to fit the end user would be of customer value as it could make it more 
convenient and decrease the costs of key reporting activities that the companies have to be 
reworking the content themselves in order to correspond to what their external stakeholders want 
to know. Thus, the fit between what customer is doing, or key activities in the business model, 
which could be considered as specific use situation (Bolton & Drew, 1991), becomes underlying 
what is of customer value in connection to reports. 
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6.2.1.4 Customer value of education 
As it was previously mentioned, three customers want to develop their organizations in the 
directions shown in figure 6.4 above. However, they are limited as Johnson et al (2008) say “to 
get the job done” by lack of skill, and therefore, education contributing to moving in 
corresponding directions would be of customer value. How the companies choose to “get the job 
done” determines what competences they need to develop and how they may value education as 
one of the O&M offer components. At the same time, these goals for business models 
development could be related to the diversity characteristic of the companies’ fleet and 
knowledge and competences as key resources.	  

Each type of turbines of different OEMs needs specific technical competence, which is a value 
driver according to Lapierre (2000). However, it makes it very demanding in terms of required 
resources from customer to increase involvement into maintenance activities when the diversity 
of fleet is high. At the same time, involvement in operation is not equally limited by fleet 
diversity. What concerns the existing competences, which were previously shown in figure 6.2, 
they may be influencing the directions of development as a cognitive filter discussed by 
Chesbrough (2010b) of what can be done and how things can and should be done. For instance, 
VindIn and Varberg Energi have production orientation and possess O&M experiences from 
other industries than wind energy. At the same time Eolus and Lårstad Vindkraft are turned more 
towards investment projects way of thinking and do not have any O&M knowledge from other 
industries. All in all, combined together the characteristics of fleet and competences can be the 
basis for further customer business model development goals. Based on the discussion of Flint et 
al. (1997) and Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005), in industrial markets goals shape value systems 
which in turn influence customer value perception. It can be summarized that such factor as 
characteristics of key resources may underlie what is of customer value in such a way that it 
becomes customer’s frame of reference, and hence, a possible criterion in customer value 
formation process, as Bolton and Drew (1991) refer to it. 	  

6.2.2 CUSTOMER VALUE OF RELATIONSHIP 
What can be seen from the studied cases, differently organized processes of value exchange are 
valuable for them, which according to Lindgreen et al. (2012) is one of the parts of customer 
value of relationship. Value could be created in relationships in such ways as co-creation, tight 
cooperation between partners and combination of capabilities (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). If 
relate it to the relationship spectrum of Day (2000), VindIn and Varberg Energi want to have 
collaborative exchange, Eolus Vind is more valuing value adding exchange while Lårstad 
Vindkraft finds it more beneficial to have transactional exchange with service providers (see table 
6.1).	  

In order to create value through relationships, each side needs to give something in return (Day, 
2004), which could be a contribution in the form of resources and capabilities. In connection to 
this and trying to identify what underlies the differences in customer value of different kinds of 
relationships that are valued, it can be noticed that if correlate it with competences in O&M that 
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the companies have (see table 6.1) it may be that once the companies have relevant competences, 
they want to apply them. Therefore, they are valuing the kind of relationship that would allow 
them to do so. These different perceptions of how valuable close relationship is, could be forming 
based on key resources component which serves as customer characteristic mentioned by Bolton 
and Drew (1991). This customer characteristic may be defining if the customer at all is able to get 
involved into value creation through relationships mentioned by Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) 
as a part of customer value of relationship. 	  

At the same time even though Eolus Vind, VindIn and Varberg Energi value closer relationship, 
they differ, in which value they would like to create through relationship, and that is the other 
part of customer value of relationship of Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005). VindIn wants to have 
more equality in the relationship for participating more in order to implement their own 
competences (key resources) and in this way improve the efficiency of maintenance services, or 
in other words, co create improved O&M solution which goes in hand with one of the possible 
outcomes of value creation through relationship (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). At the same time, 
for Eolus Vind and Varberg Energi it is valuable through the relationship to improve the 
relevance and coordinate the fit between value offered from service providers and what the 
companies do themselves so as to make own key activities (e.g. reporting, operating the turbine) 
more efficient, and this also can be related to the relationship outcomes of Lingreen and Wynstra 
(2005). Thus, for the perception of what is perceived as beneficial value created through 
relationship, key activities and key resources characteristics could shape specific use situation 
mentioned by Ulaga and Chacour (2001) as the basis for customer value formation. 	  

At the same time, in order to make value creation through relationship possible, trust is needed 
(Lingreen & Wynstra, 2005), which according to Lapierre (2000) is one of value drivers. It can 
be seen that the studied companies vary in how they trust service providers, and it can be related 
to the knowledge and competences the companies have. 	  

6.3 UNDERLYING CRITERIA 
In order to discuss in more detail what determines the differences in customer value discussed 
above, it is needed to look at how customer value forms. Based on the ideas of Sánchez-
Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007), Payne et al. (2007), Woodruff (1997), it was discussed that 
perceived customer value is a result from a customer value formation process. This process is the 
same for all customers and it includes value proposition assessment where customer specific 
underlying criteria determine the perceived customer value (see figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6-6 Underlying criteria in customer value formation process 

In wind energy industry in Sweden the offer of O&M services is rather homogenous. The core 
customer value that all the customers want is to get the highest possible energy production of 
wind turbine. Besides that, customer value of O&M services could be related to such parts of 
O&M service offer as contracts, SCADA system, reports, and education. The studied companies 
perceive customer value of these latter parts of O&M services offer differently. Thus, differences 
in customer value perceptions can be observed in both value of goods and services and value of 
relationships. This goes in hand with the ideas of Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005), Woodruff 
(1997) and Ulaga and Chacour (2001) that same value proposition will be perceived differently 
by various customers. 

If compare the studied customers’ value perceptions of O&M offer, it becomes evident that in 
this context such value drivers as alternative solutions, responsiveness, price, flexibility, technical 
competence, trust, product customization, are more influential among Lapierre’s (2000) 13 value 
drivers. Further, the customers also differ in more detailed interpretation of these value drivers. 
For instance, the customers look for different kinds of alternative solutions, e.g. one customer is 
searching for cheaper service offer, but with the same content; another customer looks for an 
alternative solution allowing to take care of certain O&M activities in-house. The described 
differences in value driving alternative solutions depend on what the customer can do himself 
with the current operative business model. This is in line with the idea of Chesbrough (2010b) 
that business model is a cognitive filter, which in this case influences consideration of alternative 
solutions. 

Customer value of relationship in O&M services is connected with what kind of relationship the 
customers would like to have with the service provider to create additional value through 
relationship. The customers want different types of relationships from the spectrum presented by 
Day (2000). These different preferences are related to what the specific customer tries to 
accomplish and what kind of support they need from the service provider. Therefore, it is 
possible to say that the customer’s business model determines what kind of relationship 
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mechanism is needed between the customer and service provider to maximize perceived 
customer value. 

It is possible to relating the differences in customer value to the customer value formation 
process. In this way, figure 6.6 can be adjusted to the studied context where the different 
perceptions of customer value are illustrated with different colors (see figure 6.7 below). 

	  

Figure 6-7 Differences in perceived value as output of value proposition assessment 

These differences in customer value can be explained through looking into the specific 
underlying criteria of in the studied context. Earlier it was noticed that customers’ business 
models differ most of all in competence, characteristics of fleet, involvement in O&M activities, 
and intentions for development of O&M involvement. These business model related factors seem 
also to be influencing the perceived customer value of both O&M services and service provider 
relationship.  

These four factors have been identified based on the analysis of the specific business model 
components (see figure 2.5), and hence, have tight connection to business model components. 
Competence and fleet characteristics derived from key resources, O&M involvement – from 
customer’s key activities. The factor intentions for development of O&M involvement was 
identified through understanding the intentions for further business model development.  

At the same time, it is possible to relate these four factors (competence, characteristics of fleet, 
involvement in O&M activities, and intentions for development of O&M involvement) to certain 
underlying criteria of value proposition assessment that are discussed by the researchers in 
customer value. These include customer characteristics and frame of reference (Bolton & Drew, 
1991), specific use situation (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; Woodruff, 1997), customer goals (Flint et 
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al., 1997; Lingreen & Wynstra, 2005). Competence and fleet characteristics are tightly connected 
to customer characteristics, O&M involvement could be related to specific use situation, while 
intentions for development of O&M involvement is similar to what is referred to as customer 
goals.  

In table 6.2 below we summarize these parallels with business model and the underlying criteria 
of customer value formation process from the research on customer value. 

Table 6.2 Empirical factors and theoretical criteria comparison 

Empirically identified 
factors	  

Derived from	   Underlying criteria from 
customer value research	  

Competence, fleet 
characteristics	  

Key resources (see section 
6.1.2.1) 

Customer characteristics (Bolton & 
Drew 1991) 

O&M involvement	   Key activities (see section 
6.1.2.2) 

Specific use situation (Ulaga & 
Chacour, 2001; Woodruff, 1997) 

Development of O&M 
involvement	  

Intentions for business model 
development (see section 
6.1.2.3) 

Goals (Flint et al., 1997; Lindgreen 
& Wynstra, 2005) 

It becomes evident that the four empirically identified business model related factors are in line 
with underlying criteria suggested by researchers on customer value (e.g. Bolton & Drew, 1991; 
Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; Woodruff, 1997; Flint et al., 1997; Lingreen & Wynstra, 2005). 
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that these factors (competence, characteristics of fleet, 
involvement in O&M activities, and intentions for development of O&M involvement) play the 
role of underlying criteria in customer value formation process in the studied context (see figure 
6.8 below).  

	  

Figure 6-8 Identified underlying criteria of customer value formation process in O&M in wind energy industry in 
Sweden 
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For the broader B2B context it implies that the characteristics of key resources and key activities 
business model components, as well as the intentions for customers further business model 
development (see table 6.2) can be aligned with the underlying criteria of customer value 
formation process. In this way these business model related factors can be viewed as the 
underlying criteria, which determine the perception of customer value in B2B context (see figure 
6.9 below). This means that the customer’s business model as a whole serve as the “frame of 
reference” which is the basis for value proposition assessment (Bolton and Drew, 1991). 

	  

Figure 6-9 Business model related underlying criteria of customer value formation process 

In this way key activities, key resources and customers intentions for business model 
development, help to analyze in a structured way what is customer value in B2B context, which 
is needed in the area of industrial marketing (Keränen & Jalkala, 2013). At the same time, using 
the idea of underlying criteria of customer value from industrial marketing in business model 
innovation research helps to understand the essence of customer value. This is important in order 
to create a precise value proposition fitting customer’s needs (Johnson, 2010; Teece, 2010) in the 
process of business model innovation.  

By using customer business model related underlying criteria for the basis of business model 
innovation it is possible to secure that the new value proposition is going to fit customer’s needs. 
In this way it is possible to increase value created for the customer and ensure the high strength 
of value proposition, which are the indicators of successful business model innovation (Teece, 
2010; Johnsson, 2010). At the same time, the perceived customer value differs due to the 
customers’ business models differences. It means that value propositions need to be adapted to 
various customers’ business models in B2B context so as to maximize perceived customer value. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter main conclusions of the current study are presented. Further, managerial 
implications of the conclusions and future research are discussed.	  

Business model innovation is needed to overcome the challenges in O&M services that the 
Swedish wind energy industry is facing. In general, the starting point in the process of business 
model innovation is to understand customer value in order to further create a precisely fitting 
value proposition. At the same time, customer value is a complex phenomenon, which is difficult 
to identify, especially in B2B context (e.g. wind energy industry) as there is a lack of tools, 
methods and practices, which could help us understand customer value. It is not enough to only 
map pains and gains, benefits and sacrifices that a customer has. Instead, it is vital to understand 
why the customer has these pains and gains, i.e. what determines customer value. In business 
model innovation research this kind of understanding is missing, and in industrial marketing, 
which traditionally studies customer value, researchers still consider it underdeveloped.  

To explore customer value as an input in the process of business model innovation in B2B 
context we developed a theoretical framework based on customer value research and a modified 
business model where the relational mechanisms between supplier and customers were explicitly 
shown. Based on that, a multiple case study of four O&M service customers in Swedish wind 
energy industry was fulfilled. We investigated and analyzed the companies’ business model 
components, which were related to wind energy O&M activities, as well as their perceptions of 
customer value. 

The customer’s business model works as a cognitive filter in managers’ decision-making process. 
At the same time, customer value is the outcome of value proposition assessment which is of 
cognitive nature and which is underlied by such criteria as, for instance, customer characteristics, 
frame of reference, specific use situation, values and goals. These underlying criteria determine 
how the customer will perceive a value proposition. Due to the similarities in the cognitive nature 
in managers’ decision-making process and customer value formation process, business model in 
B2B context serves as the underlying criteria. In other words, a theoretical idea emerged that in a 
B2B context customer business model guides the outcome of the customer value formation 
process.  

Our study shows that characteristics of business model components, in particular key activities 
and key resources, as well as the intentions for further business model development become the 
underlying criteria of value proposition assessment and determine the perceived customer value. 
Each business model related criterion can be connected to specific underlying criteria identified 
in industrial marketing research on customer value. For instance, key resources correspond to 
what Bolton and Drew (1991) identify as customer characteristics; key activities can be referred 
to specific use situation (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001; Woodruff, 1997); intentions for business model 
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development can be related to goals (Flint et al., 1997; Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005). This shows 
that the business model framework covers all the underlying criteria and, therefore, works as the 
overall frame of reference discussed by Bolton and Drew (1991) in the process of customer value 
formation. Thus, using business model as an analytical framework makes identification of 
customer value in B2B more holistic and structured, which according to Keränen and Jalkala 
(2013), is needed in research on customer value in B2B. 

In the studied context such business model related criteria as competence, characteristics of fleet, 
involvement in O&M activities, and intention for development of O&M involvement explain why 
customer value differs among the cases. Competence and characteristics of fleet derived from 
key resources, involvement in O&M activities – from key activities and intention for development 
of O&M involvement emerged inductively from discussion around business model components. 

Not surprisingly, our results show that there is a core customer value shared by all studied cases, 
namely, to get the highest possible energy production of wind turbine. However, differences in 
customer value among O&M customers in wind energy industry in Sweden were identified in 
their perceptions of customer value of O&M service and relationship with service providers. 
Such value drivers as alternative solutions, responsiveness, price, flexibility, technical 
competence, trust, product customization (Lapierre, 2000) were identified in connection to 
different parts of O&M value proposition (contracts, SCADA system, reports, and education). 
The importance and value created by each value driver is customer specific. For instance, the 
studied companies look for different kinds of alternative solutions, flexibility is needed for 
different purposes etc. Customer value of relationship differs in what kind of relationship the 
customers of O&M services want to have. These different preferences can be aligned with the 
relationship spectrum including transactional, value adding and collaborative relationships (Day, 
2000). 

7.1 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 
The implications of this study are relevant for both managers who are about to innovate their 
business model in various contexts and managers in wind energy industry in Sweden specifically. 

Generally, in the process of business model innovation, managers should use customer business 
model to get a structured and holistic understanding of what customer value is. Based on this 
understanding it is possible to segment the market according to the underlying criteria of 
customer value. Various segments might appear and a portfolio business model might be needed 
to meet the various needs and reach higher perceived customer value through providing precisely 
fitting value propositions. 

What concerns O&M service providers in the Swedish wind power industry, they should segment 
the market according to customers’ characteristics of fleet, competence, involvement in O&M 
and further intention for development of involvement in O&M. With this kind of segmentation it 
is possible to decrease homogeneity of O&M offer and increase customer satisfaction.  
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Moreover, we believe that O&M service providers should create more dynamic contracts which 
would allow to change the content over time as the customer and service provider become more 
knowledgeable, the wind turbines get older and their condition changes. This could lead to more 
long-term relationships, which would be beneficial for both parties. 

Finally, service providers need to integrate explicit relational mechanism into their business 
models, which allows customers to collaborate and add value in O&M activities. For business 
model innovation in wind energy industry in Sweden it could also be beneficial to cooperate 
closer with the customers which have extensive knowledge from other mature O&M service 
intensive industries. 

7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 
This study contributed to better understanding of customer value for business model innovation 
in the context of Swedish wind energy industry. In order to increase transferability of the 
findings, it is needed to explore business model related criteria, which underlie value proposition 
assessment in other contexts. 

Our study shows how it is possible to analyze customer value from the perspective of customer’s 
business model, which could serve as a basis for business model innovation. However, further 
research is needed for integrating customer value more clearly in the process of business model 
innovation. As well, further research could focus on developing more specific tools for business 
model related customer value identification based on the way of thinking proposed in our paper.  

As it was emphasized throughout the whole paper, in B2B context there is an ongoing interaction 
between customer’s and the supplier’s business models. Even though exploring this phenomenon 
and developing the improved version of business model was not the purpose of our research, it 
becomes obvious that the lack of explicit relational mechanisms as a component in the backstage 
of business model needs to be addressed in the future research. 

It was sufficient for the purpose of exploring customer value in O&M in wind energy industry to 
use the four groups of customers which we used as they showed clearly differences in both 
business model and customer value. However, further research of broader customer selection is 
needed in order to identify more precise customer grouping based on the four business model 
related underlying criteria for the current state of wind energy industry in Sweden and for further 
business model innovation. 

Finally, our study showed that intentions for business model development influence customer 
value in the current state of the studied context. Studying the actual changes in customer business 
model and their impact on changes in customer value could give further valuable insights and 
better understanding of customer value in B2B context. 
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APPENDIX 1 INTERVIEW GUIDE - VARBERG ENERGI AB 
Key activities and Resources 

• Vad är det du gör här på varbergs energi? Hur länge har du varit här? 
• Vilka aktiviteter sysslar ni med på vindkraftsidan? (Projektering? övervakning, 

inspektioner, drift, miljöraporter, kommunikation till övriga partners?) 
• Vilka resurser krävs för att ni ska kunna driva er verksamhet? (personal, 

kunskapområden, verktyg) 
• Är ni självlärda eller erbjuder tillverkarna utbildningar? 
• Finns det någon koppling mellan att driva era vindkraftverk och resten av er 

verksamhet? (Organisatoriskt) (entreprenad när elnät ska byggas ut och underhållas) 
(vatenkraft behöver service och övervakning, kan man kombinera detta?) 

Relations  
• Hur ser relationen ut mellan er och olika tillverkare? 
• Arbetar ni med fristående underhållsföretag? 
• Hur går det att koordinera dessa skilda företag? 
• Skulle du vilja ha en annan relation till tillverkare? 

Partners in wind turbines ownership 
• Vilka partners har ni? Vad är det för typ av andra ägare ni hjälper med service och 

underhållsfrågor? Hur funkar detta sammarbete? 
• Finns det några partners som har mer inflytande och kunskap angående service än 

andra? (Känner du Carl-Gustav Elmlid från mönsterås bruk?) 
• Finns intresse för att tillverkare skulle använda er som en del av deras service 

erbjudande? (Ni får upp skalan på antalet verk och kan få mer pengar och kapa 
kostnader genom att övervaka och inspektera och dom får en huvudpartner som kan 
skapa god relation) 

Changing Needs 
• Förändras era behov av service under ett verks livstid? (hur?) 
• Hur förändras erat risktagande över tiden? (Med tanke på fullservice kontrakt osv) 
• Hur ser ni på repowering? (långsiktigt) (problem att elnätet måste byggas ut, 

kunskaper inom entreprenad kan komma till användning) 
• Hur har era behov/problem förändrats allteftersom ni har ettablerat mer och mer 

vindkraft? och hur har organisationen utvecklats? 
• Vi hörde från tidigare intervju att ni vill utveckla service avdelningen då skalan blivit 

större. Vilka utmaningar ser du i detta? Hur kan tillverkarna hjälpa er och underlätta 
för er att göra detta? 
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The situation today and a prefect future situation 
• Vilka vindkraftsleverantörer använder ni? 
• På vilka grunder väljer ni vindkraftsleverantör?  
• Hur långsiktigt  ser ni på nyetableringar av vindkraft idag? 
• Vad är mest problematiskt med dagens erbjudande (wind turbines or maintenance)? 
• Om man ser enercon stänger dem ute alla ISP och resten av leverantörerena lämnar ut 

en del, men vad skulle det betyda om en leverantör väljer att öppna upp all 
information?  
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APPENDIX 2 INTERVIEW GUIDE - VINDIN AB 
O&M today 

• Hur hanterar ni service idag?  
o Vem gör vad, internt eller/och externt?  
o Vem samordnar service och underhållet?  
o Hur sker kommunikationen till olika parter?  
o Hur ser relationen ut mellan er och tillverkare? (nära relation?) 
o Om något händer med verken hur hanteras det? 

• Skulle du vilja ha en annan relation till tillverkare/friståede service företag?  
• Skiljer sig er hantering av de två parkerna ni har? 

o Är det några svårigheter att underhålla verk som ligger i norra Sverige?  
• Vilka resurser krävs för att ni ska kunna utföra service och underhåll? (personal, 

kunskapområden, verktyg, finansiellt) 
• Används några resurser från era ägare mer än finansiellt och specifikt för service och 

underhåll frågor? 
o Hur påverkar ägarnas kunskap service och underhåll? 

• På vilka grunder väljer ni turbinleverantör? 
o Ser du några problem med dagens erbjudanden? 
o Hur skulle du vilja att leverantörers erbjudanden förändras? 

Future  
• Hur ser framtidsplanerna ut för service och underhåll i och med eran snabba tillväxt? 

§ Kan ni skapa synergieffekter för service och underhåll i och med er stora 
skala av turbiner och ägare övriga resurser? 

§ Vilka resurser behöver/planerar ni utveckla?  
• På grund av den snabba tillväxten idag, har ni funderat på vad som händer med era verk: 

§ När fullservice kontrakten går ut om 5-10 år? 
§ När de blir gamla samtidigt om 20-25 år? 
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APPENDIX 3 INTERVIEW GUIDE - EOLUS VIND AB 

• Berätta lite om er verksamhet 
• Vad är er största del av verksamheten? 
• Vad gör ni på service avdelningen, vilka är era huvudaktiviter? 
• I vilken fas blir ni involverade? och under vilka delar av livscykeln är ni aktiva i? 
• Varför valde ni att utveckla denna avdelning (O&M)? 
• Vad var strategin bakom den nya avdelningen, fanns kunskap sen tidigare? 
• Vad är er långsiktiga strategi för service och underhållsavdelningen? 
• Hur hanterade ni service och underhåll erbjudande tidigare? 
• Vilka resurser krävs för att ni ska kunna erbjuda dessa tjänster? (personal, 

kunskapsområden)? 
• Vad för typ av partners använder ni (kommun, ISP, )? Vilka är inblandade i dessa 

projekt? Militär, djurskydd, länsstyrelser 
• På vilka grunder väljer ni leverantör av vindturbiner? Har service och underhåll någon 

beslutsrätt när det gäller val av turbin? 
• Vad ser ni som problemen med dagens erbjudanden? 
• På hemsidan kan man se att ni använder Enercon och Vestas. Nu när ni etablerar denna 

nya avdelningen, kommer ni gå mer mot Vestas då? 
• Om man ser enercon stänger dem ute alla ISP och resten av leverantörerena lämnar ut en 

del, men vad skulle det betyda om en leverantör väljer att öppna upp all information? 
• Hur hanterar ni olika åldrar av turbiner? Hur skiljer sig problemen? 
• Vad har ni för tankar kring repowering? (på långsikt kan det bli en väldigt avgörande del 

av eftersom storleken på verk har stannat upp) 
• Vilka problem upplever ni i de olika steg av livscyclen? 
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APPENDIX 4 INTERVIEW GUIDE - LÅRSTAD VINDKRAFT AB 

• Varför investrade ni i vindkraft? 
• Hur gick det till? (När) 
• Vad bidrog ni med i processen? 
• Vilken leverantör använder ni? 
• Varför blev det det varumärke ni valde? Vad var viktigt för er? 
• Hur hanterar ni turbinen idag? 
• Vem gör service och underhåll? 
• Hur innolverade är ni i S&U? 
• Vad tycker du är viktigt med S&U? (tidsparametrar etc) 
• Hur kommunicerar ni med service- och underhållsföretaget? 
• Har ni upplevt någon förändring i hur verket hanteras från att det var nytt tills idag? 
• Hur ser ni på framtiden och livslängden på turbinen? 
• Om ni skulle göra ytterligare en investering, vad skulle ni göra annorlunda? 
• Vad gör ni annars på gården?  
• Sköter ni S&U på några andra maskiner?  
• Används energin för eget bruk eller åker den ut direkt på nätet? 
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